APPENDIX A: LEGAL STATUS OF ELECTRIC BICYCLES/EBIKES
According to U.S. law, electric bicycles are exempted from the definition as a “motorized
vehicle” based on a maximum wattage and speed (750 watts, 20 miles per hour) and bikes that
meet this standard are considered “standard bicycles” for the purpose of consumer product
safety (NITC). Vermont does not have a definition that recognizes electric bicycles as a unique
vehicle. Given the absence of state regulation of e-bikes in Vermont, federal regulations would
seem to define low-speed electric bicycles as bicycles. State law does define “motor-driven
cycle” as a wheeled vehicle with maximum speed, horsepower, and piston or rotor
displacement. This designation likely applies to mopeds and motorized scooters (and e-bikes
that exceed the federal speed and wattage standards).
Burlington defines a bicycle as a “wheeled vehicle that is propelled manually by pedals.”
Burlington also prohibits motorized vehicles from operating on bicycle and pedestrian paths,
which may not apply to e-bikes. However, Vermont state law indicates that operators of
Electric Personal Assistive Mobility Devices have the rights and responsibilities of pedestrians.
The City of Burlington also includes wheelchairs and “motorized carts” as pedestrian uses. In
general, it seems that in the absence of state or local regulation of electric bicycles, e-bikes that
fit the federal standard would be allowed on shared use paths (unless specifically prohibited by
future local statutes).
References:
MacArthur, J., and Kobel, N. National Institute for Transportation and Communities.
Regulations of E-Bikes in North America. August 2014.
Vermont State Statutes
City of Burlington Code of Ordinances
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Active Transportation Plan Comments 3/31 to 4/29
Thank you all the progress we have made in making Chittenden County a better place for biking and
walking. Here is my two cents:
Put signs along the roadways that tell drivers to give bikers at least three feet. Here is an image:

This is the law in many states.
2. Work with the state in rebuilding Route 117 from Essex Junction to Richmond and adding good biking
shoulders on both sides of the road.
3. Build a bike path or bike lane along Route 2a from Essex to Route 7 in Colchester.
4. Find a way to help Colchester connect it's great bike paths by designing a route from Rosetti Park to
CHS.
- tom bisson, Williston
Dear Peter,
So happy to see the proposal via Front Porch Forums. I put my bike route in when I lived in Colchester.
Since then I've moved to Essex Junction and have developed a heart problem. So, I don't bike to work in
Williston anymore. But, I could walk if the bike path in Williston on 2 extended up to the one coming
from Essex Junction. If I can help with efforts somehow, I'd be happy to.
Best, Nathan O’Connor
Hi Peter,
The report is massive but also hard to read online for me. I just wanted to make a recommendation for
a bike/walking lane up Old Stage Road. It could connect to area neighborhood paths on the southern
end and also take a walker or biker up to the Milton line. I’d also like to see Tower Road widened for a
bike lane. Right now we have a 30 MPH speed limit but cars fly through at 55-60 MPH and there is no
shoulder . There are large deep drainage ditches on either side instead. I feel unsafe to even walk up
past where the sidewalk ends at the Organic farm.
Just my input. Thank you for all the work you have done on this project.
Barb

Peter:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on bikers, walkers. My biggest complaint is the bikers,
walkers who do not follow the rules of the road.
Bikers over the speed limit - way over!. Bikers running red lights. Bikers weaving around stopped cars
and then running a stop light. Bikers going the wrong way on streets. Bikers going down sidewalks.
The list goes on.
Walkers jaywalking when the crosswalk is only 15 -- 25' away. Walkers going between cars at the
stoplight and peeking out from behind a stopped truck to see if a car is coming thru (no joke!!! scared
us. His coat was black as was the truck.). Walkers walking down the road when the sidewalk is right
there but has a bit of snow on the sidewalk. Walkers in black clothes walking on the side of the road or
crossing the road at night.
The biggest complaint for walkers is crossing the road without ever looking both ways. (they never even
think that maybe there's a tree, the sun, the color combination of their clothes or background, a car, a
truck, a stopped vehicle in the way and so the drivers never see the walker.)
Education comes first. Until we teach the basics and enforce the laws on the books.... no sense
spending the money on modifications.
Thank you for listening.
Glenn
Hello,
Thank you for doing all of this great work.
I hope each town is doing all it should to protect and create right-of-ways for bike/pedestrian paths in
and between our communities. I have a NIMBY brother-in-law below Spear Street whose house backs
up to a right-of-way (not-built-yet path) and is annoyed at new development/housing that is "coming
right up to my back line." He is implying that the new development in South Burlington, along Spear St.,
is not complying with the right-of-way, and he doesn't care. "Won't be my problem!" Ugh. "once the
house is in, whaddartheygonna do? make 'em move it?"
Please check into this, and please protect corridors for people and wildlife to use. Thank YOU!
If you have questions, call me: Lisa McCullough, 985-2531. But don't tell my brother-in-law it was me. :-)
Hello - I perused the Bike/Ped report. I found the graphs to be quite congested.... so difficult to
understand. Although Williston Road between Hinesburg Rd and the Sheraton was listed on a few of
the graphs, I think it is a major route for improvement for cyclists. The sidewalks that parallel the above
section are also in poor condition in some areas.
Gerry Silverstein
South Burlington

Hi Peter - I do have 3 comments on the plan:
1) Winooski bridge
2) Winooski bridge
3) Winooski bridge :)
Thanks for the opportunity. I hope all's well and you don't really have to work there forever!
Tom
I've had a number or near misses with adult cyclists riding on our sidewalk on East Ave. I'm 72 and fit,
however a collision with an adult on a bike could cause concussion and injury. I want to make clear I
have had these near misses as I walked out of my driveway onto the sidewalk. I have no problem with
children using bikes on the sidewalk, but I believe adults should use the streets. Does anyone else have
this issue? Bob Stuhlmann 62 East AVe, Burlington. bobstuhlmann@gmail.com
In the report there was a heavy emphasis on biking.
1.Keep in mind handicapped and elderly people may be using adult tricycles or bikes pulled by service
dogs. This needs to be seriously considered as there are so many barriers to people with disabilities and
the elderly and walking and biking.
2. Traffic signals for walkers do not allow enough time for people with disabilities or the elderly to safely
cross intersections
I have almost been hit by cars creeping up to my legs at intersections of Towers Road and Route 15 in
Essex Center even when in the walkway with my service dog and an active walk signal. Public awareness
on the cost of not only injuring or killing a person and that of their service dog is extremely high.
3. Sidewalks have grooves in them and create barriers for people using mobile devices such as canes
walkers or wheelchairs. This is a liability that should be avoided and thought should be involved in
creating barrier free walking for all. This means creating seamless sidewalks that are paved.
4. Lack of use of See it Fix it in towns- Essex Junction uses it but not Essex Town. Not much merging
going on there! Also what do officials do with the information? This could be quite useful if utilized.
5. Lack of sidewalk clearing in winter. Essex Town officials have come saying they cannot clear the
sidewalks to allow for adequate walking paths. Someone complained from Burlington having moved here
and expected our tax dollars would actually cover sidewalk snow removal. Not the case was reported on
Front Porch Forum- not enough money. Hence it does not appear to be a priority that we can use our
sidewalks safely in the winter and that people have to walk on the roads during these times. Not safe at
all. Not to mention that many roads are a sheet of ice in the winter that are in residential neighborhoods in
Essex Center. This needs to change to allow for access all year long.
6. Biking safety is impacted by motorists thinking they own the road. Some bikers also do not obey the
rules of the road.
I support a Get up and Get moving approach to support people who have disabilities and the elderly in
getting outside safely all year round. This needs to involve looking at the above areas to help make this
happen. I have been projected out of a wheelchair due to the grooves in the sidewalk.
Jan Ellis-Clements ellisclem3@aol.com

Peter,
I read the recent plans for improving walking and bicycling in Chittendon County. Here are a few
excerpts from the plan and my comments.
•

"Work with CCTA to ensure that all new or updated bus stops include bike racks, sidewalk
connections, crosswalks, and ADA ramps."

I am most familiar with bus stops along rt 2 and 2a. There seems to be a la k of collaboration among
private and property owners with respect to timely snow clearing and with continuous walkways to
begin with. For example: snow might be cleared on sidewalks by the private property owners inside
shopping centers but not all the way to the bus stops, and then on to where a person gets on/off the
bus. The public sidewalks are generally not cleared along the routes I mentioned. The last span from the
bus shelters/pads, usually have a snow berm leftover from street plowing. A short delay in removing the
berm is reasonable. But I monitored 2a between 89 and 2 the past two winters and there seemed to be
zero effort to make a continuous path from inside the two shopping centers in both sides of 2a. The
private property is cleared of snow almost always. From where their sidewalks end on to where a
person gets in/off the bus there is almost zero clearing. The bus company clears the waiting pad fairly
frequently. The uncleared spots belong to the town of Williston and, presumably to DOT. And usually
these particular spots along the path not only are uncleared, they have heaps of snow from the residue
of adjacent snow-clearing. As I said, these conditions are not just right after a snowfall. They persist all
winter long. (Also the sidewalks on the west side of 2a, adjacent to that shopping center, are
disconnected from interior sidewalks, especially at the corner occupied by Vermont Tap).
I did comment to CCTV (I forget their new name), and I commented to the town of Williston. Neither
entity was able to give me their required ADA plan and assessment, nor could they tell me who the
compliance officers are. I did not lodge a formal complaint. I don't have standing as a person w
disabilities so I chose not to make a formal complaint. However, I could have made a complaint as an
able-bodied person because the barriers I described here were significant for a walker. That the two
public entities could not or would not provide this ADA mandated info is a violation of federal law.
So, I suggest that your plan entail serious coordination among all the related property "owners" to have
and implement a reasonable snow clearing protocol that does accommodate every bus rider and walker.
Also, I suggest that some agency (yours?) bring the relevant governments up to speed on ADA law.
•
"Provide educational materials on bicycle and pedestrian rules, safety and etiquette to drivers,
bicyclists, and pedestrians. VTrans and Local Motion have printed materials that municipalities
and other agencies can distribute. "
I noticed that there isn't mention of vehicular operator rules -- you mention etiquette. There are laws
for drivers. They need to be enforced. I am very weary of blaming pedestrians and bicyclists for being
rude or careless. It is a no brainier who loses if there's a crash of a human body with a vehicle. This
doesn't give walkers & bicyclists carte blanc. But many drivers generally behave as if they have carte
blanc. There are driving rules and the police need to get up to speed and change their outlook to include
driver misbehavior.

And, one if the most dangerous tricks that Vermont drivers do is to take over the oncoming lane when
they approach a stopped or slow vehicle. Drivers regularly do this without regard for oncoming traffic,
including when their view ahead is blind. What's with the double yellow road strips anyway? Vermont
seems to be the only state where it's ok to cross double lines. In most other states, double lines mean to
stay in the lane, not cross into the oncoming lane.
o

"Encourage municipalities to develop a pedestrian advisory committee if appropriate
and if they do not already have one. "

"Develop local walking plans for each community in Chittenden County. Not only would documenting
this ubiquitous mode raise its visibility and help residents to understand its importance, but formalizing
a town’s walking network will help to identify gaps, maintenance issues, and opportunities for
improvement"
These last two recommendations are excellent. The best design sources are the people who live in a
place. I think it's a good idea to form citizen committees to work closely with town planners and public
works. I hope that towns are encouraged to appoint committees, not just let them emerge. And I hope
the committee demographics are very inclusive with respect to the conventions: age, gender,
with/without disabilities, and not just the usual same people who generally volunteer and tend to
frighten away others (with all due respect).
•

"Encourage municipalities (where applicable) to adopt Vision Zero to prioritize safety of
vulnerable users."

Speaking of public works, there are many visual barriers for drivers at intersections -- mostly brush
growing too tall for many drivers to see if it's clear to turn or cross. This has to do with everyone in
addition to "vulnerable users " I suspect that public works and DOT folks monitor visual clearances but
they do it from the seat of a truck which is higher than probably half the vehicles on the roads, and a
walker, and someone in a wheelchair. What looks like a person up high can see over the brush is not
what the majority can see.
I'm glad you are taking a comprehensive look, including public input. I moved here five years ago from
Eugene, Oregon where I was intensively involved as a citizen and planner/designer in the issues at hand.
Thank you and best of luck!
Mary Tegel
Hi Peter,
I just read the Active Transportation Plan draft, and I have a few comments to share. Overall it is very
good, and I am impressed with the amount of outreach, evaluation, and good recommendations. Here
are some suggestions to improve it even more.
1) On pages 10-12, the map shows "crashes". I suggest defining what "crash" means. My assumption is a
collision between a pedestrian/cyclist and an automobile, but without a definition different people may
interpret it different ways.

2) On page 38, I suggest adding Chittenden County businesses to the second recommendation about
walk and bike friendly communities.
3) In the municipal ordinances recommendation, I suggest adding locker and shower facilities as well as
bike parking. Having a place to leave clothes and clean up makes people more likely to bike to work.
4) Page 44: Smartphone app. I've been using SeeClickFix in South Burlington and been very happy with
it. No need to create a new app when an existing one is working well.
Keith
Hi Peter I did not get a chance to fill out the questionnaire last fall regarding the regional bike plan. I just read
through the plan that you posted on FPF and I think a lot of great effort has gone into this plan to
determine which bike routes need to be made safer.
I have a suggestion that I am not sure fits into what you are trying to accomplish, but I will try anyway! I
am a 56 year old woman and ride about 100 miles a week training for triathlons. I find that my comfort
level on roads with a defined shoulder, meaning that a white line is painted on the road and there is at
least a foot of pavement to the right of it, is much higher than on roads without any shoulder. For
example, I will ride on Dorset Street because of the shoulder versus Charlotte Hinesburg road on the
way to CVU, because there is NO shoulder.
I notice that when there is a shoulder, I can ride on the white line with confidence and cars can pass me
without having to cross over the double yellows. The cars are still giving me plenty of room, because the
road is just that much wider.
I hope this feedback helps, and if it does not fit into your goals, perhaps you can point me in the right
direction as to who I can discuss my comments with.
Thank you, again, for your hard work in making our roads a safer place to bike.
Sally Torney
(802) 238-9035
Hello,
Just reviewed your draft recommendations. Wanted to pass along my support for a bike share program
in Burlington and Winooski. I lived in Brooklyn/NYC during the years when they rolled out their bike
share program and it was awesome! Lots of people used it and it became a reliable and regular way for
people to bike to work, to the store, or to just take a spin down the road. I hope this can come to
fruition!
Thanks for listening and for the work you do.
Best,
Cindy Davis
Colchester resident

Thank you Peter for your response. I think signs on East Ave to the effect to cyclists that pedestrians
have the right of way and that they need to use caution and proceed slowly. Gratefully Bob Stuhlmann
On Mon, Apr 4, 2016 at 10:17 AM, Peter Keating <pkeating@ccrpcvt.org> wrote:
Thanks for your comments Bob. Here’s the City’s rule on bikes on sidewalks:
“Can I ride my bicycle on the sidewalks?
Burlington's City ordinance allows cyclists of any age to ride on the sidewalks throughout most of the
City. However, only children under the age of 16 are permitted to ride on the sidewalks within the
"Inner Fire District." No one is permitted to cycle on the sidewalks within Burlington's City Center,
including the Church Street Marketplace. Sidewalk stencils have been placed within the City Center to
indicate where bicycles may not be ridden on the sidewalks. If you choose to ride on the sidewalks,
please remember that sidewalks are designed for pedestrian traffic, not bicycles. Ride at slower speeds
than you would on the street. Be prepared to stop at driveways and intersections, and obey
WALK/DON'T WALK lights at signalized interstections. Remember, pedestrians always have the right of
way on sidewalks. Be courteous when approaching pedestrians from behind. Alert them to your
presence by ringing a bell or saying that you are passing them. Some bicyclists feel safer riding on
sidewalks than on the street. While riding on the sidewalk may feel more pleasant than being passed by
motor vehicles, conflicts between motorists and bicyclists at intersections and driveways are
compounded. Ride defensively, always check for cars entering/exiting driveways, and use caution when
crossing the street at an intersection. Riding in the same direction as traffic will improve your chances of
being seen by a motorist.”
Respectful cyclists who follow these guidelines should be able to share the sidewalk with pedestrians.
We all know that there are some who are careless so occasional enforcement action could improve
things.
Peter Keating
_________________________________________________________________________

peter,

it would be great for the community and state if you connect our project and vt teddy bear with a
bike/walking path.. now is the time!

Hi Peter,
I just reviewed the Regional Bike/Ped Plan and have a couple comments.
1. It seems like a great job and as someone who walks or bikes 3 miles to work daily, I appreciate it.
2. A greater emphasis on road drainage is needed. Currently both bikes and pedestrians are subjected to
major "splash" hazards. I think for most people, being sprayed once on their way to work is all that is
needed to stop them from walking.
3. I find that many time the pedestrian lights in Burlington are not working. Frankly, I do not know the
law if the stop light is green, but the pedestrian light is a red hand.
4. Of course it was not a problem this winter, but when we get snows private drives are cleared and
then the sidewalk is blocked. Sometimes this is severe enough that the sidewalk plow cannot clear it.
Private property owners should not be allowed to plow snow so that it blocks the public sidewalk or
street.
Thanks,
Jim Palmer
42 Killarney Drive
Burlington, VT 05408
A few comments:
Some of the recommendations are more appropriate at the municipal level – but we likely want to keep
them all in to show support for them.
Slide 33 – there are some pink existing network lines in Williston but no connections to anything?
Slide 33 – Route 7 in Shelburne and Charlotte is an existing facility? Slide 14 shows that nobody currently
uses that route.
Slide 34 – it’s interesting that the intersection of Rt 7/I-189 isn’t noted as one of the recommended longterm projects, but maybe it wasn’t identified through the public process. Or maybe it functions good
enough now.
B. Davis

Hello, Peter Keating,
Thank you for the bike/pedestrian accessibility analysis your organization has recently done.
If I might, let me make a couple of comments.
1. The section on Education (p.37) could include a call for safe bike access to every school from adjacent
neighborhoods with bike storage provided at the schools and tools for bike repair added. In the higher
grade schools, these repair facilities could be more elaborate and include a "shop" component to the
curriculum. This would encourage bike access to those schools and hence fitness.
2. I appreciate your emphasis on the problems created by the interstate and suggestions for a possible
bridge dedicated to walkers and bikers, ideally with a termination near the UVM campus.
3. What's not mentioned is any expansion of Church Street as a pedestrian area into a more
comprehensive grid of related streets. Why do this? Because commerce thrives on the edge of
pedestrian streets where air is clear, noise is less, street vitality is greater, and retail opportunities for
local shops and restaurants is enhanced. Once in place, such streets would incentivize owners of surface
parking lots to develop appropriate retail/housing structures of a compatible height and architecture, as
along Center Street and the corner or College/St. Paul.
The obvious choices for additional pedestrian streets include Center Street, a half block of Church Street
south of Main, St. Paul on the west edge of City Hall Park, and perhaps College Street on the north edge
of City Hall Park. There are various creative designs for the use of these streets that could be used and
the grid need not be completely standardized. These include closing the streets completely to motorized
traffic during special events (Farmers' market; festivals; parades), banning all parking but permitting
very slow vehicle speeds but having the sidewalks greatly widened and bollarded, and the existing
Church St. model. How would such a scheme allow access? By more frequent mass transit and
improvements in existing municipal parking. Another level to the Winooski Ave. garage perhaps
expanding its foot print to include Handy's gas station is one possibility; parking underneath City Hall
Park is a more expensive alternative.
4. Finally, the designs on pages 30 and 33 that indicate proposed networks truncate Pine Street at the
defunct western extension of I-189. Both the street and bike/pedestrian access has to extend across this
road and Queen City Park Road connecting travelers to the network of secondary roads already in
existence that lead to Hanniford's and Lowe's without requiring a Shelburne Rd. connection. CCRPA
needs to bite the bullet and take on the current plans for the Champlain Parkway that retrogressively
would blockade Pine Street and all bike/walk access to the south at that point.
Thanks for reaching out to the public for input,
Charles Simpson
Hi Peter,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the plan!
I throughly enjoyed reading it and also loved seeing the results of the Wiki map input. It is remarkable
how much and many people provided input through that site!

I appreciate that the information also incorporated info from Bike/Walk Plan BTV, was your information
provided to them? I tried to convince a woman working on the project to access the similar Wikimaps
inquiry you used but she seemed totally unaware of it.
My main feedback is regarding CCTA.
The report lists involving CCTA but with what I would describe cosmetic/accessibility issues, not
infrastructure-related issues. CCTA is the main public form of transportation and has the potential to
coordinate the movement of more people if their systems were revised--in Burlington, Chittenden
County, and beyond Chittenden.
This could be done through better multi-modal terminals, more consistent times, smaller buses, etc. In
the report it identifies key routes and destinations will this information be provided to CCTA?
Is there plans to coordinate with CCTA to improve routes, timing, and frequency of bus transportation?
Can a simple goal of increasing ridership on CCTA buses be a goal?
On related note, please include car sharing in your report as many of the multi modes and routes are
accessed by bike and CarShare combo. I'm a car-free biker and many of the farer Chittenden county
routes/destinations are only accessible to me through CarShareVT. This is due to either distance/time,
lack of bus routes that are user friendly, or unsafe conditions of traffic.
Overall how will this report connect with Bike/Walk PlanBtv? The UVM plan? Champlain college plan?
Thanks for this great project and opportunity!
Thanks,
Andrea Todd
Dear Peter
Thanks for your email, and attached comments from Tony Redington. (NOTE: Tony’s comments are
appended to the end of this list.) You wrote "quite negative", but I think he is wanting to be
helpful. He's a prolific writer - see http://tonyrvt.blogspot.com/
The comments as you say are lengthy, and I pull out three major points:
1. He highly recommends roundabouts as a way to improve bike and walk safety.
2. The Plan's draft recommendations over-emphasize biking relative to walking.
3. By including unlit and seasonally un-maintained bike paths, the report over-estimates the amount of
existing usable infrastructure.
1. Regarding roundabouts. I must admit that I was unaware that they offer much improved safety for
walk/bike people. If the safety advantage is well-documented (Redington does not provide
documentation) then clearly this point should be taken very seriously. I thought their main advantage
was for smoother traffic flow, especially relative to stop-sign intersections. (As a Brit for the first half of
my life, I must say that the shortage of roundabouts and reliance on stop-signs is something I've never

understood about America!)
Here in Chittenden County, we know that the quasi-roundabout at the foot of Ledge Road/Shelburne
Road 44.463140, -73.207675 is not a good example. There are two other roundabouts I know of in
Chittenden County, both seem to be intended as 'traffic calming': (1) in Williston at 44.4435 -73.1097 on
Maple Tree Place, near Best Buy and Dick's Sporting big box stores; (2) in Burlington at 44.4851 73.1996 North Street/Mansfield Avenue intersection. This latter is a mini on a little used street (but a
bike route), added to a former 3-way stop, with (bizarrely) stop signs retained. If Redington's points
about roundabouts are valid, can we identify good locations for pilot studies where there is higher
traffic volume (motorized and non-motorized)?
2. Regarding relative Walk/Bike emphasis, this has been noted during our meetings, and still merits
attention.
3. Regarding unlit and seasonally un-maintained bike paths, again, point taken, and this could be
acknowledged in the Draft.
Ian Stokes
Thanks for the thoughtful review of these comments Ian. I agree your distillation to 3 main points is
correct and our plan should acknowledge and address those. We also need to clarify that our plan is
regional in scope and that many projects, especially pedestrian ones, will be local and addressed in
municipal plans. For instance we defer to Burlington and their Walk Bike plan to provide place specific
details that a regional scale won’t, nor shouldn’t, address.
PK
I kind of agree with Ian’s take on Tony’s missive. I do think, however, that the use of roundabouts in
Chittenden County needs to be a broader transportation discussion. Perhaps a mention of them as a
possible safety improvement could be in this document. As someone who does not live in Burlington,
biking is more important as a non-recreational alternative transportation than walking. Also, in many
rural areas bike trails turn into snowmobile trails in the winter.
Bob Henneberger
Hello Peter
I want to ditto Charles Simpson’s letter on the analysis.
And really underline that "CCRPA needs to bite the bullet and take on the current plans for the
Champlain Parkway that retrogressively would blockade Pine Street and all bus/bike/walk access to the
south at that point.” The bus would no longer be able to run its normal Pine St route every 15 minutes,
or take the 475 commuters to their destinations, or pick up people from Howard Ctr and Baird, plus the
residential communities in that area.
Please see our Pine Street Coalition: Let’s Do it Right facebook page to see illustrations and maps that
discuss this and other aspects of the CPkwy that need redesigning. It would be great to get your
feedback, too.

https://www.facebook.com/SSBPineStreetNOW/
Thank you
Carolyn Bates, April 26, 2016, 20 Caroline St, Burlington, VT, resident and photography business located
here since 1973

Thanks Peter,
I've distributed the RATP for comments through Local Motion's network and I think it's getting some
good eyeballs. Let me know if you think Tony's comments have the potential to derail the process and
we can respond more publicly.
We agree with you and Bob that the level of discussion of roundabouts in the regional AT plan is that
they be included as an alternative on the local project level. A policy statement in the regional AT plan
supporting roundabouts as a measure/design to improve pedestrian safety at intersections seems like it
might make sense, recognizing that it is part of the larger transportation conversation.
I am curious where Tony got the information about the network being made of multi-use paths, since
there are no infrastructure labels on the recommended map. A dual network (on-street and separate
facilities) is important, but particularly in the outer reaches of the region, the short term focus should be
to create on-road connections through restriping/repaving, to address barriers to people biking more
right now, and longer term the focus should be to build the financial support for a widespread system of
separated facilities like paths. I think a policy statement/recommendation to this effect makes sense to
include.
Thanks for all of your work on this. I think it's looking great.
Best, Katelin
Katelin Brewer-Colie, Complete Streets Project Manager
I would echo Peter’s comments and add that the pedestrian network is already quite strong in
Chittenden County, compared with the bicycle infrastructure. And if I’m remembering correctly, we’ve
discussed when looking “regionally,” bicycling really is the preferred mode. That being said—I wouldn’t
think it would take too much effort to specifically call out which parts address people that walk and use
mobility devices in the plan.
As for the roundabout issue—while those can be an excellent solution in denser, city neighborhoods
(such as here), I’m not sure they fit the context of Chittenden County. Again though, they could be
included in a “traffic calming toolkit”
And lastly, I agree with the third point—at the expense of trying to keep the document concise, it
sounds like another map may be needed.
Thanks for keeping us in the loop Peter.
Nicholas S. Meltzer, P.E.

Assistant Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator
Vermont Agency of Transportation
Nicholas.Meltzer@vermont.gov | (802) 828-3885
Hello Peter;
I want to comment on the proposed city plans for Burlington. I am very distressed by most of it as it is
incredibly unfriendly to both pedestrians and bikers of which I am both. As a member of both SOS-B and
PSC I am very active in trying to support green ways of thinking about any development, including
infrastructure. I do not feel this is nearly adequate in the plans.
I want to ditto Charles Simpson’s letter on the analysis which he had sent me.

And really underline that "CCRPA needs to bite the bullet and take on the current plans for the
Champlain Parkway that retrogressively would blockade Pine Street and all bus/bike/walk access to
the south at that point.” The bus would no longer be able to run its normal Pine St route every 15
minutes, or take the 475 commuters to their destinations, or pick up people from Howard Ctr and
Baird, plus the residential communities in that area.
What is happening with the Kmart mall? Why can't something be done there to allow greater freedom
and access to Pine street?
Also,
-draft Plan fails to explain there are practically no walkable or
bikable busy streets in our County downtowns, village centers and
built up areas
(This mostly because of relatively unsafe signal and sign
intersections.)
--safe sidewalks generally present and provide safe movement on
foot
--any painted bike lanes usable only by young adults anyone
concerned with safety avoids busy streets altogether
--no high safety intersections for anyone who walks, bikes, or
move by car for that matter
-- draft plan is dominated by recommendations for cycling almost to
the exclusion of the pedestrians and pedestrian safety PEDESTRIANS ARE NOT MENTIONED IN THIS
PLAN. WHY NOT?
--new Burlington data shows many intersections averaging one pedestrian
injury a year

--five Vermont downtown and town center roundabouts prove the best way
to reduce increasing pedestrian (one in a half century of use so far)
and bicyclist injuries.
--other counties and towns pass by Burlington and Chittenden in walking
and cycling because they are building safe infrastructure and we have
--Burlington's North Avenue does set the mark for both walking safety
(converting signals to roundabouts) and cycling (protected bike lanes
[cycle track]for cyclists end to end) Yet no mention of this plan. I LIVE OFF NORTH AVENUE AND SEE AN
AVERAGE OF 6 ACCIDENTS A YEAR AT THE END OF MY ROAD on Killarney as people think moving out of
Ethan Allen Parkway needs to institute a drag race. I DO NOT FEEL SAFE WALKING, LET ALONE BIKING
ON OR NEAR NORTH AVENUE AS CARS REGULARLY RACE DOWN THE ROAD- IM PRETTY SURE IN EXCESS
OF 50 MILES AN HOUR.
--new federal rules this year require CCRPC to measure and set specific
goals on safety performance measures separately for pedestrian, bicycle
and car injuries/fatalities. The plan does mention this CCRPC
responsibility.
--the infrastructure for safe walking and bicycling based on European
experience dating back decades will be substantial Plan does not
address.
As someone who frequently goes to Montreal I am always impressed at how they have integrated their
bike lanes in a clear way that allows both rider safety and driver of the car ease as there are
concrete/green medians between car and rider. There is NO reason why we cannot do this on North
avenue.
This city is hellbent on bringing thousands more people into it in developments that are too large scale
for the environment. if we do not take stock and think into the future, North Avenue, will become a
highway (actually it already is, as I pointed out earlier)
thank you
Jennie Kristel
Killarney Drive Resident

Comments by

Tony Redington
on the
Draft “Chittenden County Active Transportation Plan—Recommendations March 26,
2016”
April 24, 2016
My name is Tony Redington and am a resident of 20 North Winooski Ave., Burlington, VT. I
am not a car owner and move about the City all year on foot and by bicycle and public transit.
Am an active member of: Neighborhood Planning Assembly 2/3 (NPA 2/3), the Burlington
Walk Bike Council (BWBC), Safe Streets Burlington (SSB), the Pine Street Coalition PSC),
AARP Vermont Livable Communities Group, and the National Association of Railroad
Passengers (NARP). Also a member since the formation of the Vermont Bicycle Pedestrian
Coalition (VBPC) in 1993, now merged into Local Motion (LM) in Burlington.
First, some general comments on the draft “Chittenden County Active Transportation Plan”
(ATP) produced by the Chittenden Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC). With exception
of perhaps a few blocks (and no intersections) for bicyclists along Dorset Street and the four
blocks and adjacent street sections (but not intersections) of the Marketplace for pedestrians,
there is not a walkable/bikable transportation facility in the County along busy streets
(collector and arterials). (By transportation facilities in these comments, it is meant a facility
must be available 24/365 with lighting and winter maintenance--and possess for other than
local street sections, all-modes safe connectivity, i.e., in most cases modern roundabouts or
strong traffic calming at intersections.) Also important, because there are no safe busy
intersections for the walk mode other than the Marketplace and none for the bicycle mode,
there are no “low stress” corridors of two or more blocks because there are no “low stress”
intersections. The ATP top rank of a “1” for “low stress” remains truly a mirage in our County.
The term “mirage” for walkable and bikable is not an overstatement of current conditions.
Burlingtonians point with pride at the Church Street Marketplace completed over three
decades ago in 1981. Meanwhile the current Walk Bike Master Plan uncovered an ugly set of
intersections pedestrian injury data. Every single intersection along South Winooski Avenue
from Pearl Street to Main Street made the “dirty 17” pedestrian crash list with at least one
injury per year 2011-2014. How disturbing it is that perhaps the safest stretch of street--the
Marketplace—has a parallel street where every single intersection is high pedestrian injury
crash site—a true street Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hide in parallel streets!.
As the CCRPC staff and consultants well know, with a half century of data on five
downtown/town center roundabouts and the Burlington Walk Bike Master Plan data on
pedestrian injuries (2011-2014) note carefully the following:
a. in a 52 year span Vermont roundabouts recorded one non-serious pedestrian injury and
four minor car occupant injuries. Pedestrian injuries rate for the five roundabouts was under
two injuries per century for each intersection.
b. Burlington at 17 intersections (13 signalized) experienced almost one injury per intersection

per year (0.9). Pedestrian injuries rates (which included one fatality) for the 17 intersections
currently average 90 injuries per century for each intersection.
Vermont and U.S. walk and bike injuries are on the rise and our rates of injuries and fatalities
for healthy modes are about three times that of urban Germany and the Netherlands where a
large cross section of the population bicycles compared to mostly young adult males bicycling
here in Vermont (about two thirds male nationally).
Bicycling and walking safety is serious business but one would not know it by reading the
draft ATP. The five most recent urban fatalities in Burlington/South Burlington occurred at
signalized intersections (three pedestrians, two drivers and a cyclist). Nowhere in ATP is the
“problem” of bicycle and pedestrian safety identified, discussed or addressed in a quantitative
manner.
Nor does the draft ATP recognize or address the new federal highway planning regulations
which require Chittenden Country Regional Planning (CCRPC) to calculate rates of bike and
pedestrian injuries rates separately for a five year period (and separately from motor vehicle
injury rates), and produce a plan for reducing those rates along with specific measurable
progress methods. In other words ATP is not in conformance with new federal highway
planning regulation and policy directives as actual walk and bike injuries are not addressed
and remedies identified—even qualitative analysis would be a start. (No paint and bulbouts
please!)
When U.S. Secretary of Transportation Anthony Foxx earlier this year announced the new
walk, bike, and motor vehicle safety management requirements for state agencies and
metropolitan agencies like CCRPC, he went out of his way to express concern for the
increase in walker and bicyclist deaths in America.
While my own interest is primarily safety for the walking mode, the only treatment available for
routine application for busy intersection safety for those who walk is the roundabout, therefore
the addition of roundabouts to my walking advocacy. The importance of the roundabout to
walk safety is investigated in my Canadian Transportation Research Forum (CTRF) paper
“Modern Roundabout Technology Unlocks the Stifled Walking Mode in Canada and the
United States—Toward a Roundabout Centered 'Walking Service Level' Classification.”
The paper presented in 2010 contains an addendum, an evolution of the CTRF 2010
classification. It turns out the roundabout—long prized for its safety benefits for car occupants
—promises nearly the same level of benefit to the cyclist as the cycle track era has emerged
and bicycle accommodation in roundabout design marked evolved.
Clearly, the modern roundabout with a 0.1 “crash modification factor” (i.e., reducing the rate of
injuries by about 90% in the single lane format for each mode) which can be applied to walk
and properly designed accommodations for cyclists. In the one lane format the roundabout
represents a no-regrets approach to addressing absolutely deplorable injury rates now for
those who walk and bike (much less to those who occupy motor vehicles) in our County.
AARP supports converting signals to roundabouts for safety. Dan Burden in his Burlington
AARP livable communities workshop in 2014 calls for all roundabouts along the lower Pine
Street corridor (from Pine and Maple Street southward). Burlington's land mark North Avenue
Corridor Plan with a goal of a world class, safest for all modes 2.8 mile street calls for at least
three of seven signals replaced by roundabouts and cycle track (dooring free) end to end.

(Did not see dooring free lanes addressed in ATP—perhaps it is there.) These reports and
recommendations and plans can be identified or at least be annotated in the report.
The absence of any mention of the Champlain Parkway current design in the draft ATP also
speaks volumes as the current design would significantly increase both bicycle and
pedestrian crash numbers, not only from increased rates of exposure in the South End of
Burlington but in great part from introducing four particular traffic signal systems—Sears
Lane/Parkway, an entirely new pedestrian intersection; Flynn Avenue/Parkway where a T
sign-control intersection becomes a more dangerous signalized cross intersection; and
converting two four-way stop intersection--viewed as the safest sign or signal control
approach—to quite likely a far more pedestrian crash producing signalized control.
To advocate in a government policy document residents to walk and bike without addressing
the fundamental lack of safety for these modes on busy County streets from lack of proper
and safe infrastructure in effect recommends our residents—young and old—undertake
activities known to be hazardous to our collective health.
Five corridors of three or more roundabouts in Vermont are in various stages of development:
North Avenue, planning stage; Putney Road, Brattleboro commercial corridor, 5 roundabouts,
in final design stage; Manchester, one built and one partially in place; and Montpelier, one
built, one in design and two others in plan stage. Chittenden County outside of Burlington
lags Vermont terribly in highest safety level intersections for all modes—the roundabout, the
“intersection safety belt” (obviously in regard to walk and bike modes applicable in this draft
ATP).
With over 5,000 U.S. roundabouts now and not a single pedestrian fatality recorded in North
America through 2015 since the first roundabout in 1990, it does not take much more
evidence to conclude that both short term and long term investments (as little as $50,000 for
mini roundabouts with the best safety record) must include the high benefit cost ranking
roundabout intersection conversions. Of course one does not have to mention the annual
reductions of 10,000 and over motor fuel consumption at roundabouts over signals with
15,000-20,000 entering vehicles along with about a third reduction in global warming gases
and other pollutants—or the reduction of pedestrian waiting times to less than five seconds.
(Note, about 90% of County signalized intersections can be converted to roundabouts and
about 75% or more being single lane.)
In short the draft ATP calls for the County to continue its devolution of walk and bike safety
while major Vermont towns and cities as well as Counties pass our Chittenden County by in
walkability and bikability. Even Bennington County—home in a recent report to 30% of the
high accident top 100 statewide intersections list by the Agency of Transportation--this very
day has it first roundabout under construction as the entrance to its new Walmart.
Please consider the following specific comments:
1. Page 6--Additional Goals for Next Decade Please add:
a. Install at least one all-modes low-stress intersection (primarily single lane roundabouts) in
each County City and Town Center.
b. Install at least one all-modes low stress corridor of three or more roundabouts

2. Page 7 Conclusions of Existing Conditions Assessment. First sentence: Chittenden
County is making great strides in advancing its inventory of bicycling facilities.” This
statement is a flat out lie. Suggest the following: “Chittenden County first and
foremost needs to make it first significant strides In advancing an inventory of lowstress bicycle facilities.” The only low-stress transportation facilities in the County
(versus seasonal facilities) are cycle track on a section of Dorset Street in So.
Burlington and some multi-use facilities, such as the Kennedy Drive between Dorset
Street and VT 116. Would suggest a listing of these and perhaps others I may not be
aware of somewhere in the report. By definition “low stress” would include cycle track
and roundabout intersections (such as the Burlington Shelburne Street roundabout
design) where a cyclist has a choice of “taking the circular travelway” and/or a separate
pathed (Assen, NL design preferred). Other than “low stress” facilities the vast
majority of those able and willing to bike do not and cannot (safely) bicycle in the
County. Year round facilities, of course, mean both adequately lighted and plowed
(similar in nature to the Montpelier East and West Bikepaths now scheduled to be
connected by a one-lane Main Street roundabout). These comments are consistent
with the Illinois State Bicycle Facilities Plan (2015).
3. Page 7—Last sentence: “....and safer walking and bicycling” More walking and
bicycling within the County does not necessarily result in “safer walking and bicycling.”
More bicycling without sufficient walk facilities can lead to more congestion and lack of
safety for the walk mode. Probably not the most important comment—but the
connection is very weak.
4. Page 12--Crash Frequency: Bicyclists and Pedestrians First, pedestrian safety and
needs always end up last in consideration but always should be first. Everyone walks
and must walk at certain points. Same cannot be said of bicycling. The entire
emphasis of this chart misleads. There is a general level of unacceptable frequencies
of crashes for each and every mode in the County because of the lack of safe
infrastructure—sidewalks and cycle track on busy streets and all-modes safe
intersections (mostly roundabouts). With a downtown frequency of only one pedestrian
crash in over a half century (five roundabouts in Manchester, Middlebury and
Montpelier) and just four minor car occupant injuries at those same intersections—any
busy intersection with a disabling injury per decade or so for any mode operates at a
questionable level and requires attention, placed on a list and prioritized for conversion
to low-stress, safe status.
5. Page 13—Public Input: Charettes and Wikimap Since the County does not have a
low-stress busy intersection or bicycle street cycle track (excluding the three Church
Street Marketplace intersections for the walk mode and cycle track along Dorsett
Street for bike mode) holding charrettes and interviewing local residents of the County
hardly represents public input. A 2004 charrette in Montpelier about City needs came
up with two—more roundabouts and a bus circulator service (both implemented with
one additional roundabout in place and at least two more on the way). Page 13
represents at worst planning malpractice.
6. Page 14 Public Input—North Avenue [Burlington] The reference to North Avenue
needs to addressed at some point by referencing the North Avenue Corridor Plan
which calls for car-free cycle track from end to end of the corridor and converting at
least three of seven signalized intersections to roundabouts. Suggest a note number
or asterisk with this information suggesting that concerns already addressed.
7. Page 19 Level of Traffic Stress This appears to be mis-labeled as it appears to be a
discussion of bike facilities not walking facilities. First paragraph talks about low-stress

really being low-crash rate prone in order for all able to bike willing to bike—but then
the safety aspect gets lost in research jargon—the Minetta model never is really
explained.
8. Page 20 Stress Examples for Cyclists This misleads as it shows a recreation path—
clearly without lighting for night use and very likely in a snow climb unplowed (like all
County bikepaths, I believe).
9. Page 21 Level of Traffic Stress in Chittenden County This is very misleading as it
appears to continue to count recreation (seasonal and/or unlit) paths as part of the
transportation network. Certainly such a network can be described but it must be
identified as such with a second map showing a year round network. One can argue
also that multi-use paths even if plowed/lighted do not qualify for LS 1 status with
moderate to high traffic (note Riverside Avenue in Burlington in this regard—also with a
high crash section for pedestrians). Note, again, this map should be labeled for road
sections/street sections only a there are no bicycle LS 1 intersections in the County
(versus, say the Cambridge, Hyde Park, and Morrisville roundabouts along VT 15 in
Lamoille County).
10. Page 22 Level of Stress About the same comment as on Page 21—no low stress
intersections along busy routes for any mode—cure like that proposed and rejected for
Taft Corner and US 2/Industrial Drive in Williston, roundabouts of course.
11. Pages 23-32 Developing a Regional Network The description of a “walking” as well
as a “bicycling” network for the County as a whole probably, really, a bicycle network
not a walk network. Walking trips of more than a 1,000 to 1,200 feet (maximum for
access of public transportation) likely represent the reach or extent for determining a
“walk network” and connecting to an adjacent “walk network.” A countywide approach
really does not represent any kind of a useful tool or policy makers.
12. Page 35 Infrastructure Recommendations: Long-Term/10+ years
a. “Separated facilities”--this should be balanced in the same sentence with “and continued
installation of all-modes safe intersections, i.e., roundabouts” along prioritized corridors and
nodes” These investments would be primarily “town centers and arterial streets” benefiting
primarily the walk mode and secondarily the bicycle mode.
b. Jughandle: Convert the jughandle to a two-lane roundabout with actuated
pedestrian/bicycle pathing
c. Address once and for all the Winooski Circulator by installing two two-lane roundabouts (a
“dog bone” design) with diameters of about 130-140 feet to improve traffic movements, all
modes safety, and shifting unused “dead space” inside the Circulator to useful park/plaza/cafe
space to the outside. Again, though little used, ped/cyclist actuated signals for crossings.
d. A recreation path along the Circ should come second to converting VT 15 signalized
intersections to roundabouts accommodating cyclists—most all would be single laners.
13. Page 36 Infrastructure Recommendations Short Term/Immediate to under 5 years
Of the seven recommendations (the word walking and pedestrian does not appear a single
time) only one addresses anything remotely connected to the walking mode and continues
the economic and social injustice suffered by anyone who chooses to or by circumstance
must rely on the walk mode in our County downtowns, village centers and built up areas.
Overall, there does not appear to be a single significant short or long term infrastructure
investment recommendation which addresses in a substantial way to improved walking and
bicycling for the population at large—or to address improved safety. (For example, why not
support the Burlington installation of the “free” roundabout on Shelburne Street which right
now may get completed in a planning and construction process of about 20 years, or
implement the North Avenue Corridor Plan roundabouts and cycle track?)

I have suggested in comments to the Annual Workplan of CCRPC that all major
intersections be examined for roundabout conversions and the prioritized for
implementation. (Why not benefit cost analysis being applied roundabout conversions
versus other CCRPC projects?)
14. Pages 38-44 Non-infrastructure Recommendations These pages on enforcement,
education, education and engineering all rest on a deep level of lack of safe
infrastructure quicksand. The ideas and program elements sound fine until one goes
out and tries to bicycle and walk on busy County streets and negotiate actual
intersections. As the architect of Copenhagen's program for reaching 50% of all trip by
bicyclist said succinctly: “start with infrastructure first.” The draft ATP does not even
address infrastructure in a tangible manner.
15. Pages 45-46 Next Steps The “next steps” can only follow and rest on a rationally
thought out plan. ATP is not a rationally developed plan so the next steps really have
little or no meaning.
Finally a last comment on the size and scope of walk/bike safety investments facing us in
Chittenden County. There are three major threats to life and limb for our residents from early
adulthood through early middle age. Each nationally amounts to about 30,000 deaths yearly:
highway crashes, gun violence, and in recent years the drug deaths, i.e., the oppiad
epidemic. Each of these areas involves public policy and investments to reduce deaths
substantially. In the case of highway fatalities and injuries—and our concern here is primarily
for those who walk and bike—the investments required in our County certainly reach
hundreds of millions over the next decade. This is the level of investments already
undertaken in the past in Western European nations mostly over the past 30 years as the
U.S. once first in highway safety in 1990 now rests at 19th—with 13,000 excess deaths based
on the rate achieved by the current leader (we were once co-leader with them in 1990), the
United Kingdom.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft plan.

Comments by

Tony Redington
on the
Draft “Chittenden County Active Transportation Plan—Recommendations March 26,
2016”
April 26, 2016
My name is Tony Redington and am a resident of 20 North Winooski Ave., Burlington, VT.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these brief furrther comments on the draft “Chittenden
County Active Transportation Plan—Recommendations March 26, 2016” (ATP). These
comments are in addition to comments submitted April 24, 2016.
Upon further reflection, the ATP clearly tries to meld two totally different strains of movement
by foot and by bicycle. The two strains are recreational bicycle pedestrian facilities and travel
and “transportation” movements on transportation facilities. This really mixes two totally
incompatible areas of planning and analysis, comparable to mixing apples and molasses.
Transportation facilities—as pointed out in the April 24 comments—are to be availalble for
use primarily throughout the year and maintained and lighted for use 24 hours a day.
Transportation facilities in terms of safety represent the challenge of reducing fatalitfies and
serious injuries for those who bicycle and walk which afflict mostly busy streets, roadways
and intersections in our County, State and America at large—and at rates of 100% or more
than those nations with higher performing infrastructure for these two modes. Planners
describe trips on transportation facilities by the purpose of the user, for examples, home-towork, shopping, and, yes, recreation.
Recreation facilities on the other hand are generally seasonal facilities, involve almost
exclusively recreational trips by purpose and function primarily in daytime hours. The
Burlington Bikepath functions as a “recreation” facility. Meanwhile in Montpelier, the Winooski
East and West Bikepaths either side of Main Street are both properly lighted and winter
maintained facilitie—the very definition of a transportation facility. From the completion of the
East and West Winooski Bikepaths in Montpeleier in the late 1990s planning and discussion
has been focused on how to provide a safe connection between the two—and today a
roundabout is being designed for that very purpose on Main Street near the rail crossing
subsequent to study.
The conflict of trying to identify walk and bike facilities—transportation versus recreation—
also came forward almost from the start in the current Burlington Walk Bike Master Plan and it
is not clear if this issue is fully resolved.
The ATP needs to be re-drawn with clear separation of walk and bike needs, safety, networks
and facilities along two separate and distinct tracks--transportation and recreation. The State
of Illinois Department of Transportation recognized the difference between bicycling as
recreation and as transportation with the title of their 2015 plan, “Illinois Bike Transportation
Plan.”
Thank you for the opportunity to further comment on this draft plan.

TonyRVT99@gmail.com

Blot: TonyRVT.Blogspot.com TWT: TonyRVT08

Regional Connectivity – Steven Antinozzi, Vice Chair Shelburne Bike and
Pedestrian Paths Committee – 10-24-2016

Dear Peter,
Thank you very much for meeting with the Shelburne Bike and Pedestrian Paths Committee on Regional
Connectivity.
Regional Connectivity is the major challenge this region of Vermont faces in the continuing development
of bike and pedestrian infrastructure. It is a particularly acute issue for Shelburne. The most difficult
challenges we face within our planned projects are along major connector roads.
Shelburne only has 3 North-South through connectors, Rt7, Spear St and Dorset Street. Three EastWest connectors on the West side of Rt 7, Bostwick Rd, Harbor Rd and Bay Road. And finally only two
East-West connectors on the East side of Rt. 7, Webster Road and Falls-Irish Hill Road.
All of these connectors are important to travel through as well as within I town. I would expect if we
could separate the cars and trucks out, the trough traffic on all the North-South connectors and the
East-West connectors on the East side of Rt 7, as well as Bostwick road on the West side are derived
primarily from regional traffic.
Both the volume and speed of traffic has increased to the point where I feel we need to think strongly of
providing dedicated bike and pedestrian infrastructure that is physically protected from traffic by
combinations of curbs, generous green strips and guard rails and contains dedicated signaling for both
vehicles and pedestrians.
I would encourage both planning and funding organization to offer grant opportunities that can both
bridge communities and enhance the level of physical separation from vehicles that can be offered to
cyclists and pedestrians.
I am encouraging everybody to “Think Big” in their planning and dream of a regional network of bikepedestrian highways. It is more than just transportation but has become a core factor in the quality of
life.
Back in Shelburne we have the Southern Gateway area under study now. Maybe this site could become
the southern terminus of the Island Line and offer a bike highway all the way to both the center of
Burlington.
Thanks for listening,
Yours,
Steven
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ATP Comments – Post October 5, 2016

Peter,
I am thrilled to see the new bike/walk plan. It really looks like a good document with action
plans that might see the light of day sooner rather than later. Bravo to all who participated.
As an e-bike commuter between Burlington and Pine Island Farm/Colchester (via Winooski), I
was delighted to see the priority placed on the Winooski bridge. That is a terrible bottleneck
and a great danger to both walkers and bikers at this time.
I am a recent convert to e-biking and believe that it can make a huge difference in the number
of people who regularly commute significant distances by bike. Having the type of connectivity
you are proposing AND the option to use e-bikes to reduce hill/wind deterrence could
potentially add thousands of new bikers to the active transport group, I believe. I would
suggest that you remove the sentence near the beginning of the report about e-bikers needing
charging stations since in fact all they need is a plug wherever they work (or at home). I ride
about 15 miles/day over hill and dale and charge the bike every other day using a plug in our
garage. No special charging stations are required.
I am happy to provide any input that might be helpful from the perspective of a devoted ebiker. I am already working with BED and the City of Burlington to see how we might promote
this transport mode and make it more accessible to, especially, low-income riders.
Thanks again for the very interesting and promising report. I will be cheering loudly as it is
implemented!
Karen
Karen Freudenberger, Project Manager
Pine Island Community Farm
1029 Pine Island Road
Colchester VT 05446

The shoulders on Dorset street are so narrow that they are dangerous for both the biker and the car. It
desperately needs to be widen, similar to Spear street from Bishop road to Falls road.
Pamela Lord
Hello Peter,
My family recently moved to 1450 Mountain View Rd in Williston and feel very fortunate to be in such a
wonderful community. We have children who love to bike as much as we do and are very much in favor
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of a wider road or bike path here. There is hardly a minute that goes by that I don't see a biker or
runner out my window carefully navigating the steep narrow shoulder.
Thanks for making this area a priority.
Scott Batdorf
I have noticed that human nature takes pedestrians across North Ave. directly from the gas station
opposite Plattsburg Ave. into the housing complex in back of Dominos Pizza.
Yes, there are cross walks aplenty painted in that intersection but the people who live in the projects
don't use those which are out of their way, ie: direct. Frequently I've stopped for mothers with children,
teens who don't look when crossing etc.
Why not put crosswalks where people need them?
Jean Rook
This looks wonderful - I am a senior citizen and safe places to bike are most helpful.
Thanks for your good work.
Julia Boynton
Looking at the proposed map for improvements, I offer the following comments
THICK green lines should be included for:
Williston Road from the intersection with Rt 116 (by the Price Chopper complex) all the way to
downtown Burlington
Rt 116 out to Cheesefactory Road. This is a major hub.... as is:
Spear Street... all the way to UVM.
Williston Road really needs an upgrade for cyclists. Market Street could have been an
alternative. Unfortunately, the planners for City Center opted for a combined bike path-pedestrian
walkway. This is a tragically naive decision, as it dramatically increases the chance for accidents
between pedestrians, dogs, baby carriages, and people. Pedestrians never stick to there portion of the
combined use path... leading to accidents.
I myself plan to use the roadway once constructed which I am legally entitled to do. It will still be slow
going as City Center will no doubt have speed bumps and significant traffic congestion.... all the more
reason to upgrade Williston Road to have better dedicated cycle lanes (although I realize this would
require a major and expensive upgrade).
That is all for now

Gerry Silverstein
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Hello,
I have read most of your plan and I find it beyond belief. It is so one sided in favor of bikers and
pedestrians. Your board doesn't represent people who drive.
You want all these improvements but who is going to pay for them. Most likely the gas tax if the
legislature keeps acting the way they do. Because I use the roads to drive to work and make money to
pay taxes you tell me I have to pay taxes for the upkeep of the road ways. Now you want me to pay so
people can use the roads for recreation. You imply that people use your proposed system for a wide
variety of important things. 99% of bikers and pedestrians use the roads for recreation. Almost any
other form of recreation requires participants to pay to use facilities. The following are things that
should be in your "plan"
1) How about minimum safety requirements for bikers like helmets, rear view mirrors, lights, turn
signals, brake lights, and reflective clothing. I have to get my vehicle inspected every year and I get a
ticket and a fine for the most minor "safety violation" which makes revenue for your agency. Not bikers!
Who knows if their brakes work or they used hand signals etc.
2) You list an extensive list of improvements to roads, such as wide shoulders, bike lanes and street
lights. Very expensive and who will pay! Some of the areas you want to put street lights on are rural and
would cause great hardship for those of us who pay dearly to live away from the hell hole that is
Chittenden county's urban areas. Bike lanes are needed but bikes should be legally bound to only travel
in those lanes with fines equal to those for speeding or careless and negligent operation. Think of all the
money your agency would get. There are some responsible bikers and pedestrians but a large majority
are careless and think they own the road. You would think that there are land mines on the road as their
feet never touch the ground at stop signs and intersections unless they see a car. How about license
plates so we can report violations as bikers readily due. More money for improvements. They stop just
over blind hills and curves on roads that have a legal speed limit that would make stopping almost
impossible. They don't pull over on narrow roads and ride two and three abreast again another needed
law.
3) If you claim some kind of environmental benefit people will support it. Claiming that bikers and
pedestrians help the environment is not true. In my town you will see cars parked in the roadway and
people bike riding, jogging and walking dogs etc. They had to drive to get their recreation. I'll bet that
other than downtown Burlington the number of people who ride or walk to work, shopping etc is
minimal at best.
4) I remember as a kid seeing pictures of China where there were no cars but thousands of bicycles. The
minute they could afford to buy a car they did. The hottest car market is China.
Your plan shows the same bias against vehicles. The State commissioned as study on why so many bike
accidents, its the road conditions stupid and the careless operation of bicycles.Cops are paid to stand in
the street and check if I have a seat belt on or any other thing that will generate tax dollars but bikers
and pedestrians can act as careless as they want without so much as a warning. Until you make your
programs, laws and plans fair and honest you will not get the support you need.
Phil Barone
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Hi Peter - nice to see you recently at our department event!
I have some feedback on the Active Transportation Plan for your consideration.
1. Regarding an 'advisory lane', a configuration that I had not previously heard of (but looked up to be
informed), I think it's a great idea. For a test project, I would recommend South Rd. in Williston -- it has a
LOT of bicycle use, a fair amount of running/walking use, and is a fairly "contained" road with only two
real intersections (Meadowridge and East Hill). South Rd. is not very long: about 3.5 miles. Locally, it's
well-recognized as a popular cycling and running route, so there might be some level of support for a
test there. I don't think the speed limit is over 35 anywhere on South Rd, but it does have some varied
widths and sight-lines, and a few hills, twists, etc. For your consideration.
2. I am in joyful support of the following items that jumped out in the "recommendations" section:
(keep in mind I'm a Level 3 cyclist, commuting from Williston Village to UVM on Rt. 2 obeying all traffic
laws but NOT getting on sidewalks anywhere, and also a recreational rider in the eastern towns of
Chittenden Co)


Bike lanes in intersections - yay! This is really awkward in the "complete streets" section of
WIlliston Rd. in South Burlington -- now you have it, now you don't. In many cases, even just a
little line or bike symbol to show drivers that I am allowed stand in the center lane when going
straight would be great. Particularly needed on Rt. 2 at the 2A intersection.



Exit 14 scoping and Jughandle -- I *really* hope that the current fiasco is addressed. It is VERY
hard to go straight on Williston Rd. heading west from the Sheraton to U-Heights. I'm battling
two lanes of right-turning traffic (onto East Ave) there. Heading east is equally bad as I have to
cross in front of the I-89 on-ramp traffic and then compete for 2" of shoulder space on the
overpass, then get over to the green bike lane, then get back over to the Dorset St. turn lane
(avoiding the other on-ramp), then get back into the flow of east-bound traffic on Williston Rd.
after Dorset St. intersection. Terrible. I've given feedback on this in every venue possible.



Bike/ped facilities between Taft Corners and Williston Village -- there is so much interest in this
locally! It's also a huge safety issue -- people walk/run (and of course cycle) along there already
with no facilities and I'm really worried about them/us.



There is a small mention of turning the Circ right-of-way into a multi-use path, which I think is a
fabulous idea. There is a large concentration of families at the Rt. 2 end of the circ (near
Williston fire station) and having additional recreational space would be wonderful.

3. Something I have noticed is severely lacking but not mentioned in the ATP is some ped crossings on
Williston Rd. in South Burlington -- specifically the heavily residential area where the complete streets
is, between intersections with Rt. 116 and Kennedy Drive. Because I cycle through there almost every
day, I see many people trying to cross there, including one man in a wheelchair (close to the western
end of this stretch), several older residents of Pillsbury Manor, people getting off the bus (including one
lady I see often with her little boy who's about 4), etc. It's a very long stretch of road to have NO crossing
facilities, and the two bike lanes, two travel lanes, and center turning lane make it pretty daunting and
dangerous to cross.
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4. This map (Fig. 13) shows a road that doesn't exist running due south of Old Stage Rd in Williston,
across I-89, and hooking into Old Creamery Rd. It's been gone since the highway came.

Thanks so much for your work on behalf of cycling and walking in the area!
Meghan
1, require a bike license, in the same way we hold car licenses. To get a license you need to pass a rules
of the road for bikes test. Cost should be nominal, but those seen in violation can incur a fine. (Children
under a certain age - 16? - would be exempt.)
2. Wherever possible create one way streets which would allow for "real" bike lanes. Union St, Willard,
and Winooski seem doable. Along with this, parking on only one side of most streets
3. Expand bus transportation to the center. Including a high rise parking garage near the intersection of
Route 7 and the I-189 connector, especially at rush hours
GOOD LUCK MAKING BIKE RIDERS SAFE AND DRIVERS LESS FEARFUL OF HITTING A BIKER!
Spencer Smith
Hello Mr. Keating,
I would be very happy if a bike lane was added to the west side of North Ave. from the University
Science Research area traffic light/University Police intersection, crossing Rt. 2 and continuing until the
beginning of the University athletic facilities on Spear St. I, as well as several (I know of 4 cell and
molecular biology Ph.D. graduate students and 3 medical masters students from Horizon Heights as
wells as two of my professors living in the Quarry Hill apartments - there may be many more, but I am
only a first year in the program - that commute to the research facilities (HSRF, Given, Rowell), many of
whom bike or walk. I know my roommate would bike more often if she did not have to take the round
about loop through west campus to avoid the scary traffic. In an effort to increase bike safety and
promote an environmentally productive lifestyle, the addition of a bike lane to the section of North Ave.
and Spear St. spanning Rt. 2 from the medical to athletic campuses would be extremely valuable.
Thank you for considering.
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Sincerely,
Andrea
Peter,
I have gone through the proposed document and feel very strongly that a change needs to be made for
Essex.
One of the highest priority projects to come out of our approved Town-Village Bike-Ped plan is a
connection essentially between the Village line and the Circ intersection along VT15 east of the
Village. It is such an important link that it is the only project that we have currently seeking scoping
funds in the UPWP.
It appears that the priority projects are being driven by potential constructability or availability of funds
(Circ Alternative funds or paving projects) rather than a priority based on where people want
walks/links to go. I also believe that the CCRPC needs to defer to approved local plans where a
direction has been taken towards a project that does provide connectivity between communities. The
Town’s approved plan does not even show a VT289 link but the CCRPC does and omits the vital VT15
link.
I do not buy into the issue of potential difficult constructability as a reason to not include an important
link in the plan. I would like to see the VT15 link added to the map on page 68 and more discussion
about the importance of this link in the report. I can see where it doesn’t yet rate consideration as highly
feasible route because we haven’t done the scoping yet to demonstrate that it is both is feasible and
constructible. I( have included the approved map from our plan.
Dennis
Hi there,
I'm a bike commuter who would like to weigh in on the bike/ped plan--I like what I'm seeing so far. I'm
especially excited about the proposed development on Riverside, North Ave. and Grove st. These are all
places I bike frequently, and the infrastructure is not where it needs to be for my safety.
Thanks for doing the work you do, every time a bike path gets paved, a path gets extended, or biker
protections get put in place, I feel safer and more a part of the community.
Best,
Wiley Reading
Hi Peter,
I reviewed your draft for bike ped plan in Chittenden county. It is great to finally see some work in that
regard.
Here are my comments:
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Great to see some high priority path leading to Jericho (I live there), but stopping at the
boundaries (maybe because we didn't have representation). The Jericho community is very active and
would make good use of safer bike ped path.
Specifically, I see route 15 from Jericho to Essex as a high priority (not just medium), as it is dangerous to
ride that road on a bike. I could see this corridor used by commuters, but also in the week end to go
towards Mansfield.
Also, there are no safe path to the MMU high school which forces kids to takes cars for just a few miles.
Best regards,
Patrice
Hi Peter,
I looked at the map and have 3 questions/comments:
1. why isn't Route 289 in Essex considered very feasible? When it was built, Gov. Dean made certain that
the cut into the rocks was wide enough to accommodate a bike path.
2. How can a path on River Road (AKA Rt 117) go from being High Priority from the 5 corners to Barber
Farm and then suddenly become low priority from Barber Farm to Route 2? At least it is all considered
VERY FEASIBLE.
3. Why is Rt 128 in black? Does that mean that the CCRPC considers this route a safe bike route?? If so,
that is a crazy designation.
Thank you,
Priscilla Kimberly
Essex Junction, VT
Good morning,
I am late in providing this feedback, but over the weekend I spent time reviewing the draft plan for
Chittenden County bike/pedestrian improvements. As someone who bicycle commutes multiple days
per week from Richmond to downtown Burlington, and sometimes from my home in Huntington to
downtown Burlington, I am very excited at the long term vision for improvements.
Improving Rte 2 access through Williston Village, and the Kimball Ave through Airport neighborhoods to
Riverside road would most directly benefit my commuting. Improvements on River Road would also be
welcome as that is a busy and high speed section.
Thank you for your efforts on our behalf.
Steve Burt
Applications Development Manager
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America's Gardening Resource, Inc
128 Intervale Rd.
Burlington, Vermont 05401
802-660-3551
steveb@gardeners.com
Hi Peter,
I strongly support all of Dennis's comments below. A pedestrian connection along VT15 between the
Village line and the Circ is a High Priority project identified in the 2014 Town of Essex and Village of
Essex Junction Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (http://www.ccrpcvt.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/02/EssexTownVillageBikePedPlan_FINAL_20150130.pdf). The plan was a
collaborative project between CCRPC, the Town, and the Village, and was developed with significant
public input.
The proposed Active Transportation Plan references the Town & Village Bike/Ped Plan and notes the
importance of "coordination with local plans" (p. 9). A sidewalk or path along VT15 in Essex would fill an
important gap in the pedestrian network by connecting a multi-use path in the Village to a sidewalk that
crosses over the Circ. The proposed ATP notes that section of VT15 as a high-stress traffic area;
pedestrian safety should be of high priority along that route, particularly because filling the gap in the
pedestrian network would connect two high-density origin and destination areas (5 Corners and the
Town Center).
Like Dennis, I would also like to see the VT15 link added to the Active Transportation Plan.
Best,
Greg
Greg Duggan, Planner
Town of Essex, 81 Main St.
Hi Mr. Keating.
The high-res maps are not high-res enough to show the details along the Route 15 corridor. I've seen
more detailed ones in the past though. This is the only direct connection between the two largest towns
in the state: Burlington and Essex. The planned bike path along Route 15 is (1) too convoluted for
commuting, crossing the road several times, (2) proposes to start by building along the easy parts, and
(3) the hard parts are not likely to happen in my lifetime. The easy parts are parallel to Fort Ethan Allen,
which already has pleasant streets to bike on, thus that's a waste of resources. The hard parts are East
of Susie Wilson Road (towards West Street), and most importantly West of St. Mikes. There used to be
a connection between that college campus and the back streets of Winooski. That was crucial. Alas that
connection was closed 2-3 years ago, for no good reason. Now one is forced to go out on Rt. 15 in the
busy area around the I-89 interchange. Most bike-riders are intimidated by that. It would cost very little
(in money) to re-open. I would make re-establishing that connection the highest priority in that
area. Thanks.- Moshe Braner, Essex
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I have a comment on the CCRPC active transportation plan. On the map, the only route indicated that
goes south from Hinesburg is Rt. 116. I would very much like to see another route focused on - Silver St.
It is very nice to get off of Route 116 when biking because the cars go so fast - often 60 mph. Silver
street is OK, but it is very narrow. That, combined with hills and curves, cause it to not be a very safe
road to bike on. But it is the only paved alternative to 116 if one wants to bike south from Hinesburg
(such as to Monkton and Bristol). Please consider including Silver St. in your plans.
Thank you
Catherine Ryan, Hinesburg
Hi
My recommendation is that AOT paving and improvement projects be required to support active
transportation. Literally close to my home is Rte 2 in Richmond; while current width does not meet AOT
requirements, AOT is unwilling to widen the shoulders to meet their own standards, much less to
support a bike lane. This presents a serious long term obstacle for people who would walk or bike from
the town center to the US 2 park n ride and the public transportation at that site.
In short AOT should be required to support active transportation as part of the solution- rather than
perpetuating the problem of over reliance on motor vehicles, with a short term and short sighted
financial analysis of return on investment.
Thanks!
Bard Hill, Richmond
Peter
I am not sure you can use this but this was posted on FPF. We thought it was relevant since we , the
Path Committee, feel the road and bridge over the LaPlatte, are dangerous and strand a growing
neighborhoods to only car travel.
Marc Gamble
(802) 373-2288
marcbgamble@me.com
From: Chris Trapeni <chris@trapeni.com>
Subject: Re: FPF forum request
Date: November 18, 2016 at 9:32:26 AM EST
To: Marc Gamble <marcbgamble@me.com>
Cc: Steve Rocco Antinozzi <srantinozzi@gmail.com>, Chris Trapeni <chris@trapeni.com>, Joplin James
<jjames@cssu.org>, Kevin Boehmcke <kbtheend@yahoo.com>, Susan Dunning
<susandunning@comcast.net>, Wendy Saville <WSAVILLE_650@comcast.net>
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Here's the FPF posting:

Shelburne – No. 2448 • Ruth Hagerman • ruth.hagerman@gmail.com • Vista
Nov 13, 2016
Discussion
Regarding recent posts about traffic on Marsett, everyone in Town has traffic concerns and I hope that
we all appreciate each others different complaints. In my opinion, the most dangerous place in Town is
crossing the LaPlatte on Irish Hill. People come down the hill in either direction at a ferocious speed, and
suddenly discover the road curves over the river right where you have no easement because you are on
a bridge. Yesterday I went across the bridge at the same time as pedestrians two abreast, a bicyclist on
the other side, and a large delivery van following a speeding car. The day before that, there was a
firetruck across the street, blocking all traffic to divert it up Thomas Road because there had apparently
been a serious accident right at the bridge. So, in my opinion, that section of road is in major need of
traffic calming and sidewallks on a wider bridge, with sidewalks continuing to the east on Irish Hill. I am
sure that the Town is prioritizing our traffic needs and eagerly am waiting for my favorite intersection to
be at the top of the list.
Peter
Here are my comments for two areas in Shelburne that I believe should be a high priority in your CCRPC
regional plan. I assume a lot of this is stuff you have heard before or preaching to the choir, but at least
it is documented. Let me know if this is what you need. ( i.e. do you need more detail, exact numbers (
not sure I can deliver those before the 1st), etc...
1) Irish Hill road over the LaPlatte - Even before I heard of the FPF post from Ruth Hagerman that I sent
you, I was planning to comment on Irish hill. Right now we have a badly designed, relatively recent
(1980s??) bridge with no real pedestrian or bike lanes. On the other side of this bridge is a growing
neighborhood - 40 to 60(??) new homes in the last 10 to 15 years and at least 8 more homes in
works. Most of these homes are less than a mile from the center of Shelburne, but, because of this
bridge, there is currently no safe way for these individuals to walk or bike to town even though it is so
close. Also we have done the scoping study for this project and thus should be closer to development
than other projects. Also there are no sidewalks on the east side of the bridge. The simplest solution is
a separate pedestrian bridge or a pedestrian bridge cantilevered off the current bridge. Let me know if
you have questions or want more detail.
Note all numbers above are my estimates - I could be over but I could be under.
2) Bay Road - The way I see it is Bay road attracts a lot of pedestrians and bikers because 1) Other than
the pseudo private Shelburne Farm and the 100 yard shoreline of Shelburne Beach, Bay road is the only
public access for Shelburne citizens and tourists to walk near the lake. And, lets face it, people want to
walk near the water. 2) Also people walk on Bay road because it gives access to other great walking
including the Bay park trail and the Ti-haul path.
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The other reason Bay road is important is connectivity - Because of the railroad tracks, and all the the La
Platte nature conservancy land, everything to the west of route 7 is hard to transverse east to west in
Shelburne. We currently only have three corridors - 1) Bostwick road way to the south , 2) Harbor road
going west from the center of town and 3) Bay road to the north. Right now Harbor road has great
bike/ped infrastructure. That is because we, as a committee and town, have worked to get people
access to the center of Shelburne. We have done a pretty good job creating the "spokes of the the
wheel” to give people bike/ped access to the center of Shelburne. Right now we are starting to think
about getting people from "spoke to spoke" without going through the center of town. Bay road is
critical to the effort since it is one of the only east west corridors in town. Also the northern
neighborhoods in Shelburne are pretty bike/ped isolated. They can only bike or walk to the center of
Shelburne along route 7. So making Bay road a safe pedestrian corridor will not only make it safe for all
the people who want to walk along the lake, it will help give isolated northern neighborhoods a
wonderful and safe bike/ped outlet.
But currently there is neither a sidewalk or even any real bike lanes on Bay road (Thanks to John Kerr on
the Selectboard the shoulders were widened this summer). A lot of piece meal fixes are in the works
for Bay road. In the end, in my opion, the problem will not be solved until we use the ROW to build a
nice sidewalk or multiuse path. The dream would be a for that path or sidewalk to run from the main
gate of Shelburne farms to Hulcrest park in the Hulcrest neighborhood east of route 7.
Again let me know if this is what you are looking for.
Marc Gamble
Peter,

11/29/16

If opportunity/time allows,...I think it would be helpful to explain to participants the
difference between a State road bicycle mgmt plan, and a Town road bicycle mgmt plan.
Most cyclists are actually complaining about lack of road shoulders on what is Town roads.
“We” also don’t understand the funding ‘formula’ for a Town to provide/make road shoulders.
Many State routes actually have decent road shoulders...however, due to higher speeds and/or
more traffic/trucks, most cyclists look to Town roads to ride. So, the priority to actually create
a more cycling friendly state for road riding(and safer), would be to seek out the Town roads where
there
is concentration of road cycling use. I realize you plan for Chittenden County, and all the more
important being our most populous county. A list of popular cycling Town roads in Chittenden
County would be most likely easy to prioritize.
Thanks for all the work you do. Roger B. Frey
Retired, Owner Earl’s Cyclery & Fitness (1992-2014)
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APPENDIX C: CONDITION ASSESSMENT
Facility conditions such as surface quality and substandard widths were noted during the
fieldwork. A majority of the walking and biking facilities were classified as good or fair, and
appeared to be newer and well maintained with clear markings (if marked). Facilities classified
as poor appeared to be older and poorly maintained, and had a significant number of cracks,
potholes, deteriorating material or worn markings. Other characteristics noted included
designated bikeway signs and markings, parking facilities, well-travelled shoulders, and
dangerous or confusing areas. The “facility type” on 17 out of the 267 segments from the
CCRPC/Local Motion database was updated based on the field observations, including 11
segments that had been previously identified as having a bike facility that did not actually have
any designated facility (usually had either a sidewalk or narrow shoulder).
The updated inventory revealed that there are 5.25 times as many miles of existing on-road
facilities in 2015 as there were in 2003, and 2.2 times as many miles of shared use paths (Table
1). Table 2 shows the vast majority of facilities are in good shape.1
Table 1: Mileage of facility types2

Facility Type

2003 Mileage

2008 Mileage

2015 Mileage

Sidewalk

N/A

N/A

366

Shared use paths

30

39

64.1

On-road facilities

20

81

99

Conventional bike lane

17.8

Shared lane

2.7

Shoulder

78.5

While the buildout of separated facilities since 2008 is substantial, the routes are not well
connected. For example, there is a large north-south gap between South Burlington and
Hinesburg, and on VT 15 between Burlington and Jericho.

1
2

See Appendix C for a map of facility conditions
Data source: Local Motion

Table 2: Condition assessment results

Condition

Examples

% of facilities in that
condition

Good

Signage and pavement markings are in place and
visible

94%

Crossings are well-maintained
Surface is generally smooth with few if any
cracks
Fair

Cracking in pavement/asphalt has been patched

5%

Pavement markings worn/faded
Poor

Missing signs and/or pavement markings
Pot holes, crumbling pavement

<1%

APPENDIX D: SCOPED AND PLANNED BICYCLE PROJECTS
Local Motion provided the data for this map.

APPENDIX E: PUBLIC HEALTH
This section describes the health of Chittenden County’s residential population and the
relationship between health and active transportation.
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND OBESITY
Despite having a lower prevalence of obesity than the state as whole, obesity rates in
Chittenden County have been climbing, mirroring the statewide and national trend. In 20002002, the prevalence was 16% and in 2012-2013 it was 21%, overall (Figure 2). Overweight
individuals are also at significant risk for developing chronic conditions.3
Figure 2: Obesity trends in Chittenden County

Obesity Trend in Chittenden County
BRFSS 2000-13
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Providing opportunities for active transportation through a safe and connected network can
help to address obesity.
CHRONIC DISEASE
Regular physical activity, such as walking and biking, can help prevent or treat some chronic
diseases, primarily those linked to obesity or a lack of physical activity, including cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, high cholesterol, and hypertension (Figure 3).

3

Vermont Department of Health, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 2000-2013.
http://healthvermont.gov/research/brfss/reports.aspx

Figure 3: Prevalence of chronic disease by obesity status in adults

Prevalence of Chronic Disease: Obese Versus Non-obese
BRFSS 2013-14
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Residents with lower incomes experience higher rates of chronic disease.4 Vermont is often
recognized as one of the healthiest states in the nation, with Chittenden County, specifically, as
the healthiest county in Vermont.5 This is due in part to generally higher income and education
levels in Chittenden County. However, individuals living in poverty and other vulnerable
populations endure disproportionately higher rates of chronic disease despite the ranking of
the county overall (Figure 4). Issues of equity such as this were taken into account during the
prioritization of ATP recommendations.

4

Vermont Department of Health, “The Health Disparities of Vermonters,” 2010.
http://healthvermont.gov/research/documents/VTDisparitiesRpt2010.pdf
5

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, County Health Rankings & Roadmaps, Accessed 2015.
http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/

Figure 4: Chronic disease by income group

Chronic Disease by Income
BRFSS 2011-12
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AIR QUALITY/RESPIRATORY PROBLEMS
Air in Chittenden County, and throughout Vermont, meets National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS). In 2010, Chittenden County had an average ambient concentration of PM
2.5 of 7.1 µg/m.6 This is below the NAAQS of 15 µg/m.6 In Chittenden County, from 2000 to
2010, there was an average of 2.3 days with the maximum 8-hour ozone concentration above
the NAAQS of 0.075 ppm.7 While Chittenden County has maintained clean air, it is important to
continue this trend.
DISABILITY
For some people with disabilities, walking and biking can provide mobility options when their
disability prevents them from driving an automobile. Specific disabilities that may reduce
transport choices include ambulatory, visual, and auditory limitations.8 Non-motorized transit
options such as walking and biking can be especially important in these situations. Active
transportation infrastructure must be adapted to individuals with disabilities. Increased walk
times at intersections and audible/visual indicators are examples of accommodations that can
be made.

6

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), US Environmental Protection Agency, 2012. https://www.epa.gov/criteriaair-pollutants/naaqs-table
7
8

Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Air Pollution Division, Air Quality Index Report, 2012. http://anr.vermont.gov/

Vermont Department of Health, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 2011-12.
http://healthvermont.gov/research/brfss/reports.aspx

Rates of disability are higher among adult Vermonters who have low incomes or less education
(Figure 5).4 In Chittenden County, of those making less than $25,000 annually, 39% report one
or more disabilities versus 14% of those making $50,000 or more, annually.

Figure 5: Disability by income group

Disability by Income
BRFSS 2011-12
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MENTAL HEALTH
As noted on page Error! Bookmark not defined., active transportation has been shown to
improve certain mental health conditions. In Chittenden County, 9% (2012-2013) of adults
reported that they are in poor mental health, meaning they experienced at least 14 poor
mental health days in the last month.4 Among high school students, 19% report feeling sad or
hopeless almost every day for two weeks or more, over the past 12 months. Among middle
schoolers, 16% said they felt so sad or hopeless almost every day for two weeks or more in a
row that they stopped doing some usual activities during the last 12 months. Both the high
school and middle school rates are significantly lower than the state average of 21%.9

9

Vermont Department of Health, Youth Risk Behavior Survey, 2013. http://healthvermont.gov/research/yrbs.aspx

APPENDIX F: RECOMMENDED NETWORK
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Fayston

Project Corridor ID
Button
Bay State
Park

##

FEASIBILITY

Ferrisburgh

Panton

High

High

PRIORITY
Medium

Medium
Low

Vergennes

Starksboro
Town
Forest

Buels Gore
Camels
Hump State
Forest

Low

Existing
Facilities
New Haven

Waltham

Lewis Creek
Wildlife
Management Area

Waitsfield

Town Of
Waitsfield

Bristol
Pond
Site

Bristol

Warren

Project Corridor/Segment #
1.00
2.00
3.01
3.02
3.03
4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04
5.01
5.02
5.03
5.04
5.05
5.06
5.07
5.08
5.09
5.10
5.11
5.12
6.01
7.00
8.00
9.00
9.01
9.02
9.03
10.01
10.02
10.03
10.04
10.05
10.06
10.07
11.01
11.02
12.01
12.02
12.03
13.01
13.02
13.04
13.05
13.06
13.07
14.01
14.02
14.03
15.01
15.02
16.01
16.02

City/Town
Winooski
Winooski/Burlington
Winooski/
Colchester/Essex/ Essex
Junction
Essex Junction/Essex/
Jericho/Richmond

Burlington/South
Burlington/Williston/
Richmond/Bolton

Bolton
Williston
Williston
Colchester/Essex/ Essex
Junction

Essex/Jericho

Essex
Jericho

Milton/Colchester/
Winooski

Colchester/Essex
Colchester/ Winooski
Burlington

Name
E Allen St/Main Street
Main St/Colchester Av
VT 15/College Pkwy/E Allen St
VT 15/College Pkwy/Pearl St
VT 15/Pearl St
Maple St/Railroad St
VT 117/River Rd
VT 117/River Rd
VT 117/River Rd
US 2/Theodore Roosevelt Hwy
US 2/Theodore Roosevelt Hwy/E Main St
W Main St/Bridge St
W Main St
W Main St/Williston Rd
Williston Rd
Williston Rd
Williston Rd
Williston Rd
Main St/Williston Rd
Main St
College St
Cochran Rd
Mountain View Rd/Industrial Av/Governor Chittenden Rd
Old Stage Rd
Essex Rd
Lincoln St/Park St
Main St/Colchester Rd
Main St
Susie Wilson Rd
Upper Main St
Center Rd
Center Rd/Bixby Hill Rd/Browns River Rd
VT 15/Jericho Rd
VT 15
VT 15
Sand Hill Rd
Sand Hill Rd
Browns Trace/Barber Farm Rd
Lee River Rd
Lee River Rd
Main St/Maplewood Av
US 7/River St
US 7
Roosevelt Hwy
Roosevelt Hwy
Main St
Severance Rd/Kellogg Rd
Severance Rd
Blakely Rd
W Allen St/W Center St/Malletts Bay Av
Malletts Bay Av
N Prospect St/Intervale Road
S Prospect St/Ledge Rd/Locust St

Feasibility Logic
retrofit may not be possible or ideal
Bridge
previously scoped
previously scoped
previously scoped
availble roadway/ROW space, no operational changes
generally wide ROW, few topographical constraints, TIP
topographical constraints, TIP
topographical constraints, TIP
limited topographical constraints
limited topographical constraints
previously scoped
bridge
wide ROW, some topo constraints
wide ROW, some topo constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
major reconstruction necessary
available ROW
available ROW
operational changes may be necessary
topographical constraints
previously scoped
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
available ROW, potential operational changes, bridge
significant topo and ROW constraints
ROW available, minimal topo constraints
previously scoped
minimal topo and ROW constraints
minimal topo and ROW constraints
minimal topo and ROW constraints
some topo constraints
few topo constraints, ROW space, widen existing path
few topo constraints, ROW space, widen existing path
no topo, some ROW constraints
Widen existing asphalt path to 10', ROW space available, no topo
topographical constraints
available ROW, some topographical constraints
Existing study
Minimal treatment may be necessary
previously scoped
available ROW, significant topo/wetland issues
available ROW, significant topo/wetland issues
minimal topo constraints, ROW and roadway space available
ROW/roadway space available, some parking removal may be necessary
previously scoped
previously scoped
previously scoped
roadway/ROW space available, operational/parking changes may be necessary
available ROW, minimal topo constraints
ROW available, operational changes may be necessary
ROW available, little on-road space

Priority
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High
High

Feasibility
Low
Low
High
High
High
Low
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
Low
Medium
High
High
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Medium
Low
High
High
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium

17.00

South Burlington/
Colchester

18.01
18.02
18.03
19.01
19.02
19.03
20.01
20.02
21.01
21.02
22.00
23.00
24.00
25.01
26.01
26.02
26.03
26.04
26.05
27.01
27.02
28.00
29.00
30.01
30.02
31.00
32.00
33.00
34.01
34.02
35.00
36.00
37.00
38.00
39.00
40.01
40.02
40.03
41.00
42.00
43.00
44.00
46.00
47.00
48.01
48.02
48.03
48.04
49.00
50.01
50.02

Patchen Rd
South Burlington/ Winooski Hinesburg Rd
Hinesburg Rd
Dorset St
South Burlington/ Shelburne Dorset Hts
Dorset St
Williston/St George/
Mechanicsville Rd
Hinesburg
Pond Rd/Oak Hill Rd
Shelburne Falls Rd
Shelburne/Hinesburg
Irish Hill Rd/Marsett Rd
Shelburne
Bishop Rd/Spear St
Shelburne
Shelburne Bike Path/Hullcrest Rd/Pinehurst Dr
South Burlington
Allen Rd
Burlington
Harrison Av
N Willard St/S Willard St
Shelburne Rd
Burlington/South
Shelburne Rd
Burlington/ Shelburne
Shelburne Rd
Shelburne Rd
Harbor Rd
Shelburne
Falls Rd
Shelburne
Bay Rd
Shelburne
Bostwick Rd/Beach Rd
Starr Farm Rd
Burlington
North Av
Colchester
Heineberg Dr/Prim Rd/Plattsburg Av
Colchester
Porters Point Rd
Colchester
W Lakeshore Dr
Hollow Creek Rd/Deer Ln/Shetland Ln/Justin Morgan Dr
Colchester
Williams Rd
Colchester
Colchester Bike Path Connector
Burlington
Manhattan Dr/Intervale Av
Burlington
Shelburne Rd/S Winooski Av/N Winooski Av/St Paul St
Burlington
N Union St/S Union St
Burlington
North St
Colchester Av
Burlington
Colchester Av
Pearl St
Burlington
Battery St/Park St
Burlington
Pine St
Burlington
Maple St
Burlington
Howard St
Burlington
Flynn Av
Burlington
Home Av/Austin Dr
East Av
East Av
South Burlington
Spear St
Spear St
Essex Junction
West St
Beech St
Essex Junction
Main St

Airport Dr/Airport Pkwy/Lime Kiln Rd

51.00 South Burlington/ Williston Marshall Av/Kimball AV

space available in ROW, minimal topographical constraints

High

Medium

ROW available, some topo or ownership constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
minimal treatment may be required
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
path construction and minimal changes to roadway
space available in ROW
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
space available in ROW or on road
space available in ROW or on road
space available in ROW or on road
space available in ROW or on road
significant constraints in ROW
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
available ROW or on road space
space available on road or otherwise within ROW
available ROW or roadway space
space in ROW, connection to existing sidepath
previously scoped
minimal treatment needed
minimal treatment may be necessary
path construction
minimal treatment may be necessary
some ROW available, operational changes necessary
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
ROW space available, limited on-road space without operational/parking changes
ROW space available, limited on-road space without operational/parking changes
ROW space available, limited on-road space without operational/parking changes
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
operational changes or reconstruction may be necessary
minimal improvements may be necessary
minimal improvements may be necessary
minimal changes may be necessary
minimal changes may be necessary
operational changes/road widening may be necessary
space available for path retrofit, recon ideal
some topo/ROW constraints
space available in ROW, some topographical constraints
available ROW
no physical constraints
available ROW, potential operational changes

High
High
Medium
Low
Low
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Low
High
Medium
High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium

space available in ROW, some topographical constraints

Medium Medium

52.00
53.00
54.00
55.00
56.00
57.00
58.00
59.00

Richmond
Milton/Westford
Charlotte/Hinesburg
Hinesburg/Huntington
Milton/Colchester
Underhill/Westford
Richmond/Huntington
Williston/St George

Bridge St
Westford-Milton Rd/Westford Rd/Main St
Hinesburg Rd/Charlotte Rd/Church Hill Rd
Hinesburg Hollow Rd
Middle Rd/East Rd
VT 15
Main Rd/Huntington Rd
VT 2A/St George Rd

South Burlington/Williston/
60.00 Shelburne/St
VT 116/Hinesburg Rd
George/Hinesburg
61.01 Hinesburg/Huntington
62.00 Essex

Richmond Rd
I-289

previously scoped
available ROW, few topographical constraints
available ROW, some topographical constraints
some topographical constraints
available ROW, few topographical constraints
available ROW, some topographical constraints
some topographical constraints
major topographical constraints

Low
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low
Low

High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Low

major topographical constraints

Medium Low

scoping underway 2016

Medium Low
High
Medium

APPENDIX G: PRIORITIZATION AND FEASIBILITY
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
PRIORITY
Each project was ranked as high, medium, or low priority based on spatial fulfillment of the
factors below. Projects fulfilling one factor ranked low, two ranked medium, and three ranked
high. The factors were:
1. Serves at least one of the following populations in need:
a. Project is within an area of Very Low to Moderate Opportunity (CCRPC
Opportunity Index10 score ≤ 5), OR
b. Project is 100 feet or less from a CCTA stop, OR
c. Project is ½ mile or less from a school (PK-12 & Post-Secondary)
2. Addresses bicycle/pedestrian crash locations
a. Project intersects more than one bicycle/pedestrian crash location based on
available data (2008-2012)
3. Project is a gap for BOTH biking and walking
a. Project is associated with a previously proposed sidewalk or has no existing
sidewalk/path in a generally walkable area, AND
b. Project has no designated bicycle facility (e.g., paved shoulders, bike lanes, offstreet path, or other space designated for bicycle operation)

High Priority

10

Medium Priority

Low Priority

All 3 factors:

At least 2 factors:

1 factor:

serves population in need
-andaddresses crash location
-andis a gap for both w/b

serves population in need
-and/oraddresses crash location
-and/oris a gap for both w/b

serves population in need
-oraddresses crash location
-oris a gap for both w/b

A measure of economic opportunity at the census tract level developed by the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development. The Opportunity Index is used as an economic
indicator in the CCRPC 2013 ECOS Plan. Factors in the Index include poverty rate, school
proficiency, homeownership rate, unemployment, and job access.

FEASIBILITY
Feasibility was broadly assessed based on whether space is available to reconstruct or
reconfigure a corridor, and if operational changes would be necessary.
In rural areas the assessment followed the criteria below:
1. No available right-of-way (ROW) = Low Feasibility
2. Available ROW, and
a. Few topographical constraints or existing project = High Feasibility
b. Some topographical constraints = Medium Feasibility
c. Major topographical constraints = Low Feasibility
In urban areas (e.g., Burlington, Winooski, Essex Junction, and sections of South Burlington) the
assessment followed the criteria below:
1. No operational changes needed (retrofit possible), or there is an existing project in the
development process = High Feasibility
2. Minor operational changes needed (e.g., lane diet, spot parking removal, etc.) =
Medium Feasibility
3. Major operational changes needed (e.g., road diet, widespread parking removal, major
reconstruction) = Low Feasibility

RURAL AREAS

URBAN AREAS

High Feasibility

High Feasibility

Few topographical constraints, or there is an
existing project in the development process

No operational constraints, or there is an
existing project in the development process

Medium Feasibility

Medium Feasibility

Some topographical constraints

Minor operational changes needed

Low Feasibility
Major topographical constraints and/or no
available ROW

Low Feasibility
Major operational changes needed

APPENDIX H: MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR PEDESTRIAN
AND BICYCLE FACILITIES

Maintenance Costs for Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
Typical maintenance concerns can include the following:







Potholes and other surface irregularities,
Debris near the right edge of the road,
Debris or surface irregularities on curves or at intersections,
Chip seal gravel,
Ridges or cracks, and
Snow removal.

The following is information found regarding maintenance costs of on-road bicycle facilities, multi-use
paths, and sidewalks.

On-Road Bicycle Facilities







Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and Design Manual1 recommends 3-5% of
infrastructure replacement costs should be spent on annual maintenance. Construction cost for
a bicycle lane averages $133,000 per mile based on the VTrans Report on Shared-Use Path and
Sidewalk Unit Costs report2. Using this value, the average maintenance cost for a bicycle lane is
anticipated to be within $0.75 - $1.15 per foot, or $4,000 - $7,000 per mile.
The recommended operations and maintenance budget for the Town of Bethlehem, New York3
for bike lanes (2012) was $1,300 per mile.
Maintenance costs for bicycle lanes is listed in the Bellingham, Washington Bicycle Master Plan4
as approximately $34,000 - $43,000 per mile. The document lists as $43,320, however this range
includes with and without bike lane symbols with the assumption that these symbols are not
repainted every year. This calculation includes $3.25 per linear foot for pavement markings.
Based on VTrans 2-year average unit costs this appears to be higher than typical costs for
painted striping (non-thermoplastic). Adjusting for this difference (assume $2 per foot for
striping) a modified estimate for maintenance of $21,000 - $30,000.
The first two bullets above are assumed to represent maintenance needed for minor
enhancements including annual restriping. The third bullet above is assumed to represent a
more large-scale maintenance schedule including consideration of deterioration of pavement
and new asphalt pavement applied as needed for improving facilities.

On-Road Bicycle Facilities Summary: The above data indicates an average maintenance cost range of
$1,000 - $30,000 per mile, with a typical maintenance cost of $15,000/per mile (average using VTrans
and modified Bellingham sources).

1

Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and Design Manual. Vermont Agency of Transportation and
National Center for Bicycling & Walking. December 2002.
2
Report on Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk Unit Costs. VTrans Bicycle and Pedestrian Program. August 2014
3
Bicycle and Pedestrian Annual Operations Budget Recommendations. Bethlehem, New York Bicycle and
Pedestrian Program. 2012
4
Bellingham Bicycle Master Plan. City of Bellingham, Washington. 2014.
http://www.cob.org/services/planning/transportation/bike-master-planning.aspx
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Multi-Use Paths







Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and Design Manual recommends 3-5% of
infrastructure replacement costs should be spent on annual maintenance. Construction cost for
an 8-foot bituminous concrete path averages $170 per linear foot based on the VTrans Report
on Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk Unit Costs report. Using this value, the average maintenance
cost for a multi-use path is anticipated to fall within $6-$10 per foot, or $32,000 - $54,000 per
mile.
The Rail-Trail Maintenance & Operation, Ensuring the Future of Your Trail – A Survey of 100 RailTrails document5 provides an estimate for approximately $1,500 maintenance and operations
cost per mile of rail-trail.
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Program in Bethlehem, New York suggests a maintenance cost range
from $1,000 - $14,000 per mile, and provides a recommendation of $1,600 per mile.
The Bethlehem, New York research references information from the Lake Tahoe Region Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plan6. The Lake Tahoe Plan (2014 amendment) provides the following examples:
o City of South Lake Tahoe (no snow removal) - $1,050 per mile for basic maintenance of
Class I path.
o Ski Run BID (includes snow removal) - $14,000 per mile to maintain landscaping and
Class I Path and $4,500 per mile for slurry seal.
o Tahoe City Public Utility District - $11,000 per mile per year to maintain, repair, restripe
and plow (once) paths.
o North Tahoe Public Utility District - $8,000 per mile to maintain trail and blow snow.
o Assume no snow removal data point is not applicable for Vermont sidewalks, and
therefore a range of $8,000 - $14,000 for maintenance can be assumed based on the
Lake Tahoe Plan report.

Multi-Use Paths Summary: The above data indicates a maintenance cost range of $1,000 - $50,000 per
mile, with a typical maintenance cost of $27,000 (average of VTrans and Bethlehem sources).

Sidewalks




Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and Design Manual recommends 3-5% of
infrastructure replacement costs should be spent on annual maintenance. Construction cost for
a 5-foot concrete sidewalk with concrete curb averages $85 per linear foot based on the VTrans
Report on Shared-Use Path and Sidewalk Unit Costs report. This value is for “basic” sidewalk
costs and does not include incidentals such as signs, traffic control, drainage, and landscaping.
Using this value, the average maintenance cost for sidewalk is anticipated to fall within $2.50$4.25 per foot, or $13,000 - $22,000 per mile.
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Program in Bethlehem, New York suggests a maintenance cost of
$100 per foot, or $528,000 per mile for operations and maintenance of sidewalks. This includes
excavation, subbase, sidewalk construction, curbing, 20% construction contingency, 12%
engineering fees, 12% inspection fees. This amount is assumed to be greater than the average

5

Rail-Trail Maintenance & Operation, Ensuring the Future of Your Trail – A Survey of 100 Rail-Trails. Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy Northeast Regional Office. July 2005
6
Lake Tahoe Region Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. 2010 with Technical
Amendment December 2014.
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need for sidewalk maintenance and therefore we are not including this in our calculations to
determine an average maintenance cost for sidewalks.
Sidewalk Summary: The above data indicates a maintenance cost range of $13,000 - $22,000 per mile,
with a typical maintenance cost of $18,000 (average of VTrans document range).

General Notes Regarding Sources








Vermont Pedestrian and Bicycle Facility Planning and Design Manual – Costs indicated above
from this source do not include any removal or work to any devices creating barriers on an
sidewalk, worn or slippery steps or ramp surfaces, snow and slush removal from curb ramps, or
pavement overlays adjacent to curbed sidewalks. Similarly, it does not include debris removal,
seasonal signing, complete snow removal from path edge, or fences/barriers to facilitate snow
removal from shared use paths.
The Rail-Trail Maintenance & Operation, Ensuring the Future of your Trail document provides
examples of frequency of common maintenance tasks, example maintenance schedule, specific
maintenance activity costs, and example maintenance budget. This would be most applicable in
regards to multi-use paths.
The responsibility of sidewalk repairs varies across the nation. The How Communities are Paying
to Maintain Trails, Bike Lanes, and Sidewalks7 document indicates that in a 2010 survey of 82
cities in 45 states, 46% share sidewalk maintenance cost between the City and property owner,
40% the property owner is fully responsible, and in 13% it is the City’s responsibility. There are a
few cities across the nation that are beginning to have cost sharing programs to ease the burden
on maintenance. The above referenced document indicates that these typically involve the City
paying for 50-75% of the cost of sidewalk repairs.
The Bellingham Bicycle Master Plan document includes a number of additional specific facility
maintenance costs such as shared lane markings, buffered bike lanes, bicycle boulevards, etc.

Summary
Anticipated Yearly Maintenance Costs (per mile)
Facility Condition:

Good Condition

Average

Poor Condition

On-Road Bicycle Facility

$1,000

$15,000

$30,000

Multi-Use Path

$1,000

$27,000

$50,000

Sidewalk

$13,000

$18,000

$22,000

7

How Communities are Paying to Maintain Trails, Bike Lanes, and Sidewalks. Advocacy Advance, a partnership of
Alliance for Biking & Walking and The League of American Bicyclists. December 2014
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APPENDIX I: LOCAL MOTION CHITTENDEN COUNTY
REGIONAL BIKE NETWORK PROJECT

CHITTENDEN COUNTY REGIONAL BIKE
NETWORK PROJECT
Draft 
Final Report

June 4, 2014 prepared by Katelin Brewer-Colie, Local Motion

Local Motion has been working on the Regional Bicycle Network Map with the CCRPC since 2013 to
create a current inventory of baseline data to help prepare for the Regional Active Transportation
Plan kickoff in Spring 2015.
The purpose of the Regional Bicycle Network Inventory Map is to provide a baseline for the planning
process, which is up to date, includes municipal input, and which reflects evolving infrastructure
design and growing interest in bicycling from the public. As planners, we also wanted to provide
useful data in a user friendly format to contribute to an ambitious and practical vision for Chittenden
County’s regional bicycle network.
This is a continuation of a m
ulti-year project funded as part of Local Motion’s UPWP contract with
the CCRPC. Goals of the project include:
1. Reviewing all walk/bike-related studies and plans in the CCRPC library in order to identify any
proposed routes or other elements in them that could form part of a regional network of
bicycling infrastructure and compile all such elements into a spreadsheet
2. Adding all such routes and elements to the CCRPC’s mapping data via updates to GIS data
layers
3. Identifying possible regional bicycle infrastructure corridors at a very coarse level
4. Providing feedback on bicycle infrastructure data standards so as to better track and plan for
regional-scale bicycle network elements
5. Meeting with town representatives to review the map and cross-check it with local priorities
6. Developing a map that documents a current inventory of existing/planned regional bicycle
facilities, and local priorities
In the first year of the project Local Motion completed all elements of items 1, 2, and 4 above, and
portions of item 3 and presented these results at the Vermont Walk/Bike Summit in Spring 2014. In
Spring 2015 we completed items 5 and 6, having met w
ith staff and various committees from 15
communities around Chittenden County to review the regional map with them for input and
feedback. T
he purpose of this document is to present the process of developing the map, feedback
received from municipalities and next steps.

1

Overview of Work Completed
Reviewing Plans and Studies.
The first step in the project was to work with CCRPC and UVM to
review past walk/bike studies and incorporate p
rojects that should inform a regional-scale bicycle
network .These recommended projects were reviewed by CCRPC staff and appropriate projects were
added to the GIS database.
Getting the Data Attributes Right. 
The next step in the process was to recommend changes to GIS
attributes and updates to data layers so as to better track and plan for regional-scale bicycle
network elements. The recommended change was to update and expand the Facility Type and
Facility Status attributes of each segment and apply the new attributes to all projects in the GIS
database with the help of a UVM GIS intern. The table below illustrates the current and new Facility
Types and Facility Statuses.
Table 1. Facility Types and Facility Status Attributes
2007
Facility Types

Facility Status

2015

On Road
Shared Use Path

Shared lane markings, Shoulder*,
Conventional bike lane, Buffered bike
lane, Advisory bike lane, Protected bike
lane, Multi-use path, Bike box, Colored
pavement in conflict zone
Intersection crossing markings

Existing
Proposed
Common Route
Designated Route

Built
Scoped
Planned

*For the purpose of the Built Regional Bike Facilities layer, a shoulder is defined as a >3-ft striped area.

Facility Type categories were expanded to reflect the facility types that more accurately reflect a)
what is on the ground for Facility Type and Facility Status and b) the current practice in bike
infrastructure 
facility design which has moved toward more varied and protected infrastructure.
Types of Bike Facilities From Least Protected to Most Protected (Washington County Bike Facilities Toolkit)
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In addition, the Facility Status attribute has been changed from “existing” and “proposed” to include
“Built”, “Scoped” and “Planned” categories so we can look at the map and get a better sense of
where certain facilities are on the continuum of planning, engineering and construction.
T
his allows
users to combine and view useful data in a variety of different ways. For example, users can now
view all “planned” “conventional bike lanes” or “built” “multi-use paths” putting richer information
into a user’s hands to b
etter track and plan for a regional-scale bicycle network.
The Draft Regional Bike Network Inventory Map
.T
he next step in creating an updated Draft map
was to make another round of refinements following the application of new Facility Types and
Statuses and based on conversations and input with municipalities. For example, we needed to
update the “Built” layer to include all of the projects that had been constructed since 2007. Also, in
some municipalities, comprehensive plans include future, regional-scale bicycle connections that
were not reflected in the GIS database.
It became clear that the best way for Local Motion to continue to efficiently make refinements to the
regional bicycle network map would be to move from using ArcGIS to G
oogle My Maps (My Maps)
,a
cloud-based mapping application. Using M
y Maps
allows Local Motion to update the map based on
continuous input. ArcGIS and M
y Maps
are both able to export and import KML/KMZ files so the map
can be transferred back to CCRPC while maintaining the integrity of the map database and layers.
Draft Regional Bicycle Network Inventory Map

The following layers are now active in the R
egional Bicycle Network Inventory Map
with the
associated attributes. The Notes column describes the content of the layer, as well as the updates
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(based on new plans adopted, new projects being built or corrections observed/shared by
municipalities).
Table 2. Layers, Attributes and Content of Regional Bike Network Inventory Map
Layer Name

Attributes

Notes

Built Regional Bicycle
Facilities (n=243)

Name, Jurisdiction Name
and #, Facility Type, ID#,
Facility Status, Plan Year,
Description/Comments

Includes “Existing” segments from the CCRPC GIS
(n=199), plus previously “Proposed” segments or
other new segments (or “Designated” or “Common
route” segments) that have been constructed since
(n=40). Nearly all “Common routes” (mostly
unmarked shoulders) have been pulled into a
separate layer (see below).

Planned Regional
Bicycle Facilities
(n=189)

See above

Includes “Proposed” segments from the CCRPC GIS
(n=135), plus other segments that have been
planned since then (n=52). Also includes most of the
“Designated routes” from past plans (search using
“Status D”) because we believe these belong in the
planned network (Local Motion judgement call).

Scoped Regional Bike
Facilities (n=17)

See above

Projects that currently have scoping studies
associated with them. Includes “proposed”
segments that have been scoped as well as other
scoped projects such as Circ Alts Cents/Wents.

Legacy Projects (n=7)
See above

Projects that were on the “Proposed” map from
earlier plans that municipalities don’t feel are
current priorities or likely to happen.

Shoulder Common
Routes (n=168)

See above

“Common routes” segments from the 2003 and 2007
plans. Mostly unmarked or <3-ft shoulders.

Most Important Routes
in Regional Bike
Network (n=22)

Name, Description

Input gathered from 2014 map workshops with
Green Mountain Bicycle Club and Burlington
Walk/Bike Council.

There are places on the map where different facility types overlap. For example, some places on
Route 15 have both a “scoped” “multi-use path” and a “planned” “conventional bike lane”. There
are also even “built” “shoulders” in some places. This reflects the fact that while one bike facility
may exist, there may also be places where upgrades or facilities to accommodate different users are
in the works. These various projects have been maintained, and we expect that any inconsistencies
will be resolved through the 2015 Active Transportation Plan process.
Sharing the Draft Map
Municipal Feedback. 
In order to further refine and update the regional bicycle network inventory
map, and to take local priorities into account, Local Motion shared the map with municipalities
around the region for their feedback. We met with a variety of planning and public works/highway
staff, as well as trails and bicycle and pedestrian committee members in 15 Chittenden County
communities. These meetings were very useful for obtaining local map input, as well as learning
about current paving schedules, pilot projects of interest, and areas where more walk/bike technical
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assistance is desired. T
his table summarizes the input from each town that we met with and the
follow-up actions taken after the meetings
. Here are some of the takeaways:
●

●
●
●
●
●

The municipalities appreciated being looped in before the Regional Active Transportation plan
started, and were particularly enthusiastic about how projects on the map can help to unlock
funding resources.
Municipal staff provided helpful corrections to the “Built Regional Bike Facilities” layer based
on their superior local, on the ground knowledge.
Municipal plans often included regional-scale projects that were added to the map inventory
There is a desire to add TIP projects as a layer to the Regional Bike Network Map.
Some towns used the opportunity to highlight their priorities for the Regional Active
Transportation Plan (See Table 4 Below)
Several towns mentioned “Legacy Projects” which they felt were no longer relevant and
unlikely to be built. These projects were put in a separate layer so they wouldn’t get lost.
(See Table 4 Below)
Table 4. Municipal Input on Regional Priority and Legacy Projects
Municipality
Essex Town

Essex Jct

Shelburne

Richmond

Project

Priority

Legacy

CIRC Highway Multi-Use Path (2003)

X

Jericho Rd (Rte 15) Multi-Use Path (2003)

X

On-road facility along Route 15 in Essex Ctr

X

Route 117 corridor between Essex Jct and
Richmond

X

Connection between village and Colchester: Kellog
to Mill Pond to Colchester Village

X

Davis Park to Beach Multi-Use Path (2007)

X

Connection Webster Rd to Spear St Multi-Use Path
(2003)

X

Old Jericho Rd Multi-Use Path (2007)

X

Cochran Rd needs something to help with safety
but there’s no room for shoulders

X

Milton

Rte 7 to Town line Multi-Use Path (2007)

X

Hinesburg

Route 116 Hinesburg Village (2004 Corridor Study)

X

Williston

Filling the gaps between what has been built and
what developers are still to build (e.g. Harvest Ln)

X

Winooski

Weaver St protected bike lane

X

Main Street going across the bridge to Burlington

X

connecting to St. Michael’s College through
Casavant Park

X
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Next Steps
Local Motion staff anticipates that CCRPC staff and others will have revisions to the regional bicycle
network map. Either prior to or following finalization of the map, we would like to meet with the
consultant team to review the Regional Bicycle Network Inventory in preparation for use as a
baseline for the Regional Active Transportation Plan. We would also be happy to share and present
the map if there is interest elsewhere.
Local Motion would also be happy to continue to update the Regional Bicycle Network Inventory as
part of the UPWP regional bike and pedestrian planning contract for FY16 and beyond, to keep it up
to date as new plans and studies are adopted by the CCRPC and towns and villages of Chittenden
County.
Regional Bicycle Facility Design Toolkit
In a related project, Local Motion staff has developed a C
hittenden County Bicycle Facilities Design
Toolkit
, based on a similar document used in Washington County, Oregon. The Toolkit is envisioned
as voluntary guidance to help communities implement the Regional Active Transportation Plan (or
other plans) in two ways: 1) by guiding community staff and committees in the selection of correct
bike facilities given certain conditions like AADT, posted speed and pavement width, and 2) by
providing correct design specifications so that they can correctly implement those facilities and
other best practices in bicycle facility design.
We shared an initial Draft of the
Toolkit when we met with municipal
staff about the regional bike network
inventory map and asked them if they
thought such a resource would be
helpful in their work and what they
would change. Much of the feedback
was positive including:
● praise for creating a
consistent facility selection
process and providing tools to
document that process
● the potential for creating
consistent infrastructure
across the county and
rethinking ROW design
● Public works/road standards could reference the Toolkit as the preferred design guidance
● Likes that it looked like and included facilities specific to the suburban and rural communities

Some of the more critical feedback included:
● More rural municipalities thought there were too many varied facility types and treatments
● Too intimidating and long for rural town highway foreman to read - make it shorter!
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Next Steps
In July, Local Motion plans to hold a workshop with interested community staff, where they can
provide additional intensive input on the Draft Toolkit. We will incorporate these into a second draft,
which we would like to present to the TAC next Fall.
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APPENDIX J: BICYCLE USE
Local Motion worked with stakeholders while updating the network inventory map to identify
the “Most Important” and “Common” regional routes. Mapped together, these routes show a
well-connected network (not taking into account facility type) that serves most of Chittenden
County. Bolton and Huntington are underserved, although the topography, low population, and
sparse road coverage in those areas present significant constraints to bicyclists. Nonetheless,
these data help to identify a comprehensive, well-connected future bicycle network.
The State of Vermont purchased data from the mobile fitness tracking application Strava and
shared it with the CCRPC for this plan. Strava, and similar smartphone apps, allows bicyclists to
map their routes and track mileage, speed, and other parameters. From a planning standpoint,
these data indicate which routes users choose to travel, which can be very challenging to
predict due to the variety of factors involved in route choice. One of the caveats of using Strava
data is that it only provides a sample; only a subset of bicyclists11 use it, but it does show
popular routes, which help to identify what people want in a good bicycle route and important
origins and destinations. With these constraints in mind, the following data should be
considered in relative terms rather than absolute numbers.
The Strava data shows that most bicycling trips originate in Burlington, South Burlington, and
Winooski. Parts of Essex, Shelburne, Williston, Hinesburg, Colchester, and Richmond are also
relatively high. The figure below shows which routes are most heavily used by Strava cyclists.
There are major north-south bicycling corridors extending from Burlington to and through
Charlotte. Given that several popular routes continue into Addison County, connections
between Chittenden and Addison will need to be considered as recommendations are
developed.

11 Strava users tend to be fitness cyclists who track their training rides.
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